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Abstract 

Nonlinear Optical Spectroscopy of Diamond Surfaces 

by 

Rodney Peter Chin 

Doctor of Philosophy in Physics 

University of California at Berkeley 

Professor Yuen Ron Shen, Chair 

Second harmonic generation (SHG) and infrared-visible sum frequency generation (SFG) 

spectroscopies have been shown to be powerful and versatile for studying surfaces with 

submonolayer sensitivity. They have been used in this work to study bare diamond 

surfaces and molecular adsorption on them. In particular, infrared-visible SFG as a 

surface vibrational spectroscopic technique has been employed to identify and monitor 

in-situ surface bonds and species on the diamond (111) surface. The CH stretch spectra 

allow us to investigate hydrogen adsorption, desorption, abstraction, and the nature of the 

hydrogen termination. The C( 111) surface dosed with atomic hydrogen was found to be 

in a monohydride configuration with the hydrogen atoms situated at top-sites. The ratio 

of the abstraction rate to the adsorption rate was appreciable during atomic hydrogen 

dosing. Kinetic parameters for thermal desorption of H on C(ll1). were determined 

showing a near first-order kinetics. For the fully H-terminated (111) surface, a large 

(110 cm-1) anhannonicity and -19 psec lifetime were measured for the first-excited CH stretch 

mode. The bare reconstructed C(lll)-(2xl) surface showed the presence of CC stretch modes 

which were consistent with the Pandey n-bonded chain structure. When exposed to the 

methyl radical, the SFG spectra of the C( Ill) surface showed features suggesting the 

presence of adsorbed methyl species. After heating to sufficiently high temperatures, they 



were converted into the monohydride spec1es. Preliminary results on the 

hydrogen-terminated diamond (100) surface are also presented. 
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I. Introduction 

For many decades, diamond has been viewed as a precious gem with remarkable 

physical and chemical qualities. I When one talks of diamond growth, images of machinery 

capable of simulating Mother Nature's high temperatures and pressures are envisioned. 

Indeed diamond can be synthesized in this manner2, but recently, diamond and 

diamond-like carbon (DLC) films were found to grow under low pressure conditions using 

chemical vapor deposition (CVD) techniques.3 These CVD techniques all involve gases 

at low pressures (-50 torr) consisting of mostly hydrogen (99 %) and a hydrocarbon 

source such as methane, ethane, ethylene, etc. This ambient is then activated to produce 

reactive radicals by a variety of methods: thermal (hot filament), electron bombardment, 

and variations of plasma generation such as by microwave, RF, and DC excitation. These 

reactive species now facilitate the diamond growth process upon various substrates. 

The subject of synthesized CVD diamond growth has created great excitment in 

the scientific and industrial communities. The potential applications for CVD diamond 

exploiting diamond's unique properties are vast. 4 

inert, they would be ideal as protective coatings. 

Because they are hard and chemically 

Its high thermal conductivity makes 

them efficient heat spreaders and can efficiently dissipate heat from electronic devices. 

Because of its very wide optical transparency, they can be used as windows which span 

the far-infrared through to the ultraviolet spectrum. In addition, there is the potential for 

diamond-based electronic devices. As conventional transistors5 they can operate at high 

temperatures due to the large bandgap. Under certain circumstances, the diamond 

surface can exhibit a "negative" electron affinity (NEA)6 to efficiently emit electrons as 

"cold cathodes" in emissive-type devices. 

Diamond's bulk properties have been known since the start of the seventeenth 

century where it was discovered to be composed of carbon (Averani and Targioni). It was 



not until much later (1912) that its crystal structure was determined by X-ray diffraction 

(Laue) studies determining the atomic positions (W.H. Bragg and W.L. Bragg). In the 

1930's with the increased understanding of chemical bonding and wave mechanics, it was 

proposed that carbon, through sp3 hydbridization, would allow tetrahedral bonding to 

occur. Infrared (IR) studies (Robertson, Fox, and Martin- 1930's), Raman Scattering 

(Raman - 1927), and continued X-Ray studies (K. Lonsdale - 1945) deduced the diamond 

structure to be face-centered cubic (FCC) with a two atom basis and having covalent sp3 

tetrahedral bonding between carbon atoms. 

It wasn't until more recently that surface studies were performed on diamond. 

The adsorption of various gases on diamond powders were performed by Sappok and 

Boehm7 (1968). Both physical adsorption and chemical adsorption were performed. It 

was found that for gases such as H2, 0 2, N2, Cl2, F2, and Br2 at elevated temperatures, 

irreversible adsorption onto the diamond surface occurred. Infrared spectroscopic studies 

(Eischens8 (1972), Thomas9 (1975)) on powders later confirmed this. 

Single face crystal studies started as early as 1962 by Marsh et al. Later, Lander 

and MorrisonlO (1966) successfully observed the (Ill) surface patterns using Low Energy 

Electron Diffraction (LEED). They were able to observe the surface in the bulk geometry 

and the surface reconstruction upon heating. ·Later, Lurie and Wilson ll ( 1977) used more 

standard surface spectroscopic techniques such as LEED, Auger Spectroscopy, and 

Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy (EELS) to study several diamond specimens. The 

first direct evidence of hydrogen termination was found by Waclawski et az.12 (1982) 

using High Resolution Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy (HREELS). With the 

explosion of recent techniquesl3 for surface studies, a plethora of experimental and 

accompanying theoretical diamond surface studies ensued, propelled by commercial 

interests in CVD diamond. This was also fueled by parallel efforts with other group IV 
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elements, such as Ge and the much studied Si. The relevant details, discussion, and 

background references are later presented within each chapter. 

A more versatile spectroscopic technique would be needed to fulfill the 

requirement of the ongoing fundamental and applied studies of the diamond growth 

process. An optical spectroscopy would be ideal as it can provide in-situ analysis, high 

spectral resolution, and time resolution for dynamic studies. For the diamond surface, 

this need can be fulfilled using the novel surface-sensitive nonlinear optical spectroscopies 

of Second Harmonic Generation (SHG) and Infrared-Visible Sum Frequency Generation 

(SFG).l4 

SHG and SFG have been shown to be versatile probes to study a variety of 

interfaces with submonolayer sensitivity. Using SFG vibrational spectra, 15 one can 

deduce the presence and orientation of chemical species occupying t~e surface. For the 

study of diamond surfaces, SFG is particularly useful because . few other techniques are 

available; especially when the experiments need to be performed under ultra-high vacuum 

(UHV) conditions. 

In this article, the surface of natural diamond is studied by nonlinear optical 

spectroscopy (SHG and SFG). As mentioned above, the presence of hydrogen as the 

dominant gas species in CVD diamond growth is crucial. It is also believed that methyl 

radicals may be an important prerequisite for growth on (111), (100}, and (110) principle 

planes. Our work here reflects these thoughts. In Chapter II, the basic theoretical and 

practical aspects of the SHG and SFG techniques are discussed. Chapter III, containing 

the majority of this work describes the interaction of hydrogen with the diamond C(111) 

surface. Furthermore, the bare surface and its surface reconstruction are explored. 

Chapter IV examines the more fundamental aspects of the CH bond on the fully 

hydrogenated C(111} surface. The CH bond anharmoncity and time-resolved vibrational 

dynamics are investigated using a pump and probe experiment. In Chapter V, we go 

3 



beyond atomic hydrogen to investigate the interaction of methyl radicals with the diamond 

C(lll) surface. In Chapter VI, we go on to briefly investigate the diamond C(l 00) 

surface with hydrogen termination. Final closing remarks are made in Chapter VII. 
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II. Infrared-Visible Sum Frequency Generation & Second Harmonic 

Generation 

For probing interfaces and surfaces with high sensitivity, techniques are needed 

where the surface signal can dominate over that of the bulk. Second order nonlinear 

optical spectroscopies of second harmonic generation (SHG) and sum frequency 

generation (SFG) satisfy this need because by symmetry, the processes are forbidden in a 

bulk medium with inversion symmetry but necessarily allowed at its surface_1,2 Being 

optical techniques, they can be applied in-situ to any surface or interface accessible by 

light. This includes harsh environment conditions such as within a high pressure reactive 

chamber where all particle spectroscopies would fail. 

The first experiments involving SHG showed excellent surface sensitivity with 

submonolayer resolution. Visible or near-infrared lasers were used in which the second 

harmonic signal was in the visible or ultraviolet range. This signal was then easily detected 

using sensitive photomultiplier tubes and photon counting techniques. This technique had 

the usefulness of characterizing the coverage and nature of the adsorption, desorption, or 

reaction processes at surfaces. It is also able to observe surface changes such as due to 

reconstruction or phase transitions. 3 However, resonant excitation often involves broad 

electronic transitions that may not be sufficiently resolved for uniquely identifying surface 

species. Ideally, one could use a vibrational spectroscopy which has the selectivity for 

identifying particular surface species. However, SHG using the necessary mid-infrared or 

far-infrared light would have its SHG signal in the infrared where detectors lack sufficient 

sensitivity. Fortunately, one can still use the general principle with vibrational selectivity 

by using infrared-visible sum frequency generation (SFG) spectroscopy. I 

In the case of infrared-visible SFG spectroscopy, a tunable infrared beam is used to 

vibrationally probe surface species while the visible light "up-converts" the signal into the 
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visible range where the photomultiplier tubes are sensitive. This then allows the 

technique to exhibit submonolayer surface sensitivity to a particular surface species. The 

first successful experimental demonstration of infrared-visible SFG for vibrational 

spectroscopy was by X.D. Zhu et al. in 1987.4 This initiated popularization of the 

vibrational technique for studying surface species at interfaces. 

In this chapter, the basic theory of SHG and SFG is discussed as it applies to the 

study of the diamond surface and related systems. Details involving a particular analysis 

are presented individually within the relevant chapters. 

A. Theory 

A. I. Nonlinear Susceptibility in Second Order Nonlinear Processes 

Both second harmonic generation (SHG) and sum frequency generation (SFG) can 

be described as three-wave mixing processes. I In both processes, two input electric 

fields interact with media to produce an output signal having a frequency that is the sum of 

the input fields. In SFG, the two input fields are taken to be different in frequency 

(rol, ro2) which results in an output signal with a frequency of rogp = ro1 + ro2. In the case 

of SHG, th~ input fields are degenerate to produce an output field with a frequency at the 

second harmonic (2ro ). 

For the following discussion, the two input fields are taken to be of the form: 

:E( ro j' t) = Ej exp( -iro jt) + E; exp(iro jt) where j = 1,2. In the electric dipole 

· approximation, the induced polarization P( ro s) of the medium is given by: 1,2,5 
' 
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P( ro s = ro 1 + ro 2) = i g>: E( ro 1) E( ro 2) 

Pi ( ro s = ro 1 + ro 2) = X g !ijk E j (rod Ek ( ro 2) 
(2.1) 

where xg> represents the second order susceptibility tensor in the medium in the dipole 

approximation limit. By symmetry, the susceptibility tensor belongs to the group 

reflecting the symmetry of the medium or interface. One can see that for bulk media with 

complete inversion symmtery (centrosymmetric) igkulk = 0 for all tensor components as 
' 

Eqn. 2.1 must be invariant under the inversion operation. However, at the surface, the 

inversion symmetry is broken so xg!surrace * 0 which gives second order nonlinear 

processes a high degree of surface specificity. Depending on the surface's symmetry, 

many terms of the surface susceptibility, ig~urface may vanish. 
' 

For bulk media without inversion symmetry but with some degrees of rotational 

symmetry some of the igkulk components may still vanish. This can be determined by 
' 

symmetry operations which render Eqn. 2.1 invariant. 

So far, only the polarization induced in the electric dipole approximation IS 

considered. However, there may be singnificant higher-order (multipole) contributions 

which are allowed no matter what the bulk symmetry is. This will be discussed later. 

A.2. Second Harmonic Generation Nonlinear Response 

As mentioned above, SHG is very useful as an in-situ monitor of processes 

occurring in real-time, particularly for monitoring some physical modification of the 

surface. Resonant responses of SHG from the near-infrared to the ultraviolet generally 
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come from broad electronic resonances. Changes in the surface electronic responses by 

processes such as adsorption (physisorption or chemisorption) readily affect both resonant 

and nonresonant SHG. The overall surface susceptibility observed often consists of 

several contributions. For adsorption I desorption of molecules on a surface, II for 

example, we have 

-(2) . - - (1:\) - (0) 
lo,surface =lind+ lint ~ +lads " (2.2) 

where 0 is the adsorbate coverage and lind' Xint(0), Xads(0) represents contributions 

from a bare surface, adsorbate-substrate interaction, and molecular adsorbates, 

respectively. Of course, a similar separation of the susceptibility contributions for other 

processes such as surface phase transitions may have terms dependent on the azimuthal 

angle, etc. 

Unfortunately, the separate terms contribute to xg:Surface with their own particular 

amplitude and phase with the result that the total response is a non-monotonic function of 

the adsorbate coverage. Moreover, since more than one kind of adsorbate may be 

present, the results are generally not easily interpreted unless the system is simple as 

confirmed by other supporting analytical techniques. As seen in chapter ITI, this problem 

is circumvented by the specificity of the SFG technique to identify the coverage of a single 

type of adsorbate. 

If one has an isotropic surface, the number of tensor components m the 

susceptibility is small which can minimize the ambiguity stated above. For this isotropic 

surface, the contributing tensor components are: 

'V(2) = 'V(2) 'V(2) = 'V(2) 'V(2) 
II. xxz II. yyz , II. zxx II. zyy ' II. zzz (2.3) 
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where the x-z plane is the plane of incidence of the optical beams, z is the surface normal, 

and y is perpendicular to the plane of incidence along the surface. This is the convention 

that will be used throughout this thesis. 

For an appropriate choice of input and output polarizations, a selected response of 

the corresponding susceptibility tensor terms is obtained. For p-in and p-out, the x~, 

x~, and x~ terms are probed which may independently change with surface 

modifications and exhibit a complicated response due to the interference of the 

contributing terms. A better polarization combination is one that probes only a single 

. tensor component, hopefully one that has good sensitivity to the experiment. The s-in 

and p-out polarization combination is the more logical choice probing only the x~term. 

_An example is shown in chapter III with the resulting SHG response being easier to 

interpret in a complicated surface modification experiment. 

If a surface of lower symmetry occurs, more surface tensor components remain 

nonvanishing and may contribute to the signal. In a more difficult situation, if the bulk is 

noncentrosymmetric, the appropriate choice of the polarization combination becomes even 

more critical in order to have even some degree of surface specificity. An example of this 

was for GaAs whose bulk symmetry is 43m and hence has a non-vanishing bulk 

susceptibility. In this case, surface sensitivity is possible by careful geometrical choices of 

the light polarization and surface orientations. 6 

A.3. Infrared-Visible Sum Frequency Generation Surface Nonlinear Susceptibility 

In describing infrared-visible SFG, the formalism given shall apply to molecular 

species which are situated at an interface. In this case, the macroscopic surface 
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susceptibility ig!surrace = x~j~ (where the extra indices have been dropped for brevity) 

can be related to the microscopic molecular polarizability, <i~~Q by: 

(2) ~ (2) ~ ~((':' ~)(~ A )(A ~)) (2) 
Xijk = ~Xijk,Q = ~ N5,Q~ I·l J·m k·n a.lmn,Q (2.4) 

Q Q lmn 

where Ns,Q represents the surface density of the species Q and the angular bracketed term 

denotes the molecular reference frame to the macroscopic lab frame coordinate 

transformation averaged over the molecular orientation distribution. From here forward, 

the indices ijk (or lmn) shall refer to the sum-frequency, the visible, and the infrared 

components, respectively. Although one can have a situation where the bulk contribution 

vanishes, by no means is the symmetry breaking limited to just a single monolayer at the 

interface as the wavelength of light enables a macroscopic contribution of several layers to 

be probed. In this case, Eqn. 2.4 is modified to include a macroscopic thickness in the 

z-direction: 7 

z lmn 

where (nQ) denotes the average number of layers or effective thickness of the 

contributing molecular film. Because of the limitations of separating the contributing 

effects to the overall response, N5,Q, (nQ), or ((i.i)(J . .m)(k:.ii)) cannot be determined 

uniquely. However, since in many systems only one monolayer is expected to occur, 
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{ nQ) ~ 1 ML. Still one has to separate the relative contribution of the species surface 

density to the orientational average. As seen later, one may determine an average 

orientation of the surface species by measuring different components of the susceptibility 

tensor which must share the same orientational information. However, the general task 

of determining the absolute surface density and the orientational distribution remains 

difficult in all but the simplest systems. 

A. 4. (Microscopic) Nonlinear Molecular Polarizability 

Here, the description of the origin of the microscopic susceptibility leading to the 

nonlinear response of a molecular species is described from second order perturbation 

theory. 8 The molecular susceptibility a.<2> = a.<2),NR + a.<2),R can be broken into ' lrnn,Q lrnn,Q lrnn,Q• 

two contributing terms, a non-resonant term, <i~~~ and a resonant term, <i~Q. The 

resonant term is given by:2 

-(2),R ( )-.!."' "'[ Pgv•,gv{'l'gv•IJ.Lnl'l'gv) ] / I (1)1 ) 
almn,Q cos - li LJ LJ ( ) ·r \ 'l' gv a.Im "'gv' 

co gv' gv -co IR -1 gv' gv 
v v' ' ' Q 

where 

= * L L[ Pgv•,gv{'l' gv•IJ.Ln.l'l'gv) ] Mlm 
(co gv' gv -co IR) -1rgv' gv 

v v' ' ' Q 
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where g represents the ground electronic state; v is the initial vibrational state; v' is the 

final vibrational state; f> is the density matrix; ( \jl gv•lllnlw gv) is the electric infrared dipole 

transition matrix element from the \jl gv to \jl gv' state; w gv' ,gv = (Egv' - Egv) I h is the 

vibrational frequency for the state energy difference between the gv state (Egv) and the gv' 

state (Egv•); r gv' ,gv is the phenomenological damping constant of the gv to gv' transition; 

a~~ is polarizability tensor; and w IR is the incident (infrared) laser field frequency; Mtm is 

the Raman matrix element describing the transitions between \jl gv and \jl gv' through 

intermediate states \jl P; and w p,gv is the frequency associated with the transition from the 

\jl gv state to· the \jl p state; and w SF is the sum frequency. 

The process can be described as the coupling of the incident w IR field to the 

infrared dipole transition which then is up-converted by the Raman process described by 

the Raman matrix, M1m . 

If one has conditions where the fundamental transitions (Q) are primarily excited 

and electronic resonances are sufficiently far away, then the following results:9 

where (2.7) 

ApQg is the population difference between the ground and first-excited vibrational 

state Q, 
a aa<l) 
~n is the infrared dipole moment derivative, and ~m is the Raman 

polarizability for the particular vibrational mode Q with respect to the normal 

coordinate q. A particulaily important result of the above equation is that it provides the 

selection rules for the infrared-visible SFG process; namely, that it must be both infrared 

and Raman active. By symmetry considerations, only molecular groups lacking 
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centrosymmetry can be both infrared and Raman activelO, thereby being able to be 

detected with the SFG technique. Generally, since these chemical groups I molecules are 

observed at interfaces, this condition is almost always satisfied. 

As ro IR ~ ro gv',gv = IDQ, there is a vibrational enhancement in the sum-frequency 

spectrum giving a characteristic signature of the vibrational mode. Since the overall 

microscopic susceptibility term has the contribution of a non-resonant term which is added 

(with a phase) to the resonant term, the resulting spectrum may be significantly distorted 

from what would normally be a Lorentzian lineshape peak as for a linear IR spectrum. In 

some cases, the vibrational feature may appear as a dip upon a non-resonant background. 

In addition, as seen later, if the intrinsic lineshape is sharper than the characteristic 

linewidth of the laser infrared source, a "Voigt"-like lineshape results. In this case, the 

vibrational feature's central peak exhibits gaussian-like behavior but away from resonance, 

Lorentzian-like behavior ("wings") is seen. Obviously, if this is the case, the laser infrared 

linewidth must be deconvoluted from the spectra to obtain the true vibrational signature. 

A.5. Output Radiation from the Induced Polarization 

To predict the SFG signal detected, the output radiation field resulting from the 

induced polarization by the nonlinear process must be calculated. Initiating the process 

are two input fields impinging upon an interfacial region with an effective dielectric 

constant, E'(ro j) between medium I into medium 2. The optical field EsF produced by 

the nonlinear macroscopic susceptibility, x~2 >, emitted back into medium I is given by: 
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E- 2m ro SF sec(E>sF) (L- A -(2) . L- A L- A ) 

SF = J SF . esF X · V . ey m · em x 
C E1(rosF) (2.8) 

Ev Em exp(i k1(ro sF)· r- i ro sFt) 

Here, ej=SF.v.m and Ej=SF,v,m are the unit vectors and amplitudes for the electric 

fields, respectively, E1 ( ro SF) is the dielectric constant in medium 1 for the sum-frequency 

beam, E>sF is the angle from the normal at which the output sum-frequency wavevector 

k 1 ( ro SF) is radiated. These are determined by the phase-matching condition, 

ksF,x = kv.x + km,x where the parallel components of the wavevector along . the 

interface (x-direction) are conserved. Lj=SF.v,m are the Fresnel factors which relate 

the _electric field strength in medium 1 to that within the interfacial region with dielectric 

constant & ' in which the nonlinear interaction takes place: 1,2 

(2.9) 

for which all components are evaluated for the appropriate field frequency. 

The output field given by Eqn. 2.8 then enables the calculation of the SFG signal 

for the conditions of the experiment. For input beams with energies Uv and Um 

contained within an effective temporal overlap pulse duration, T, and spatial overlap area, 

A, the SFG signal produced is:l,2 
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" 

81t2IDsFsec2(0sF) 
Sphotons( ID SF) = X 

1ic3 ( El ( fD SF )El ((I) V )El ((I) IR)) (2.10) 

1

- " -(2) - " - " 1
2 UvUIR LsF. esF X : Ly. ey LIR. em AT 

The estimated SFG signal attainable with the laser system used for the diamond 

experiments have the following parameters. Laser pulses have energy 0.5 mJ for the 

0.532 J..Lm visible beam, 0.4 mJ for the infrared, a 20 psec temporal overlap, and a 0.4 mm 

diameter spatial overlap. The incident input and reflected output beam angles are 

approximately 45° which yield Fresnel factors on the order of unity for dielectric surfaces. 

For an estimate of xC2>, a momentary digression is needed. From the literature, 

the resonant molecular polarizability: 11 

(2.11) 

can be determined knowing the infrared dipole transition moment12 J..I.Q, the differential 

Raman cross-sectionl3 dcr and the linewidth ~Q of the vibrational mode 
dQ' 

ID Q = m SF- m v. From assorted references, the symmetric stretch vibration of a CH3 

group: llQ ~ 0.05D (I Debye = I0-18 esu), dcr ~ 5 x I0-30 cm2 I sr 
dO ' 

IDQ ~ 2875 cm-1 giving msF ~ 4.0 x 1015 s-1 for IDy ~ 3.5 x 1015 s-1 (532 nm). A typical 

monolayer (Langmuir film) of fatty acid molecules on water containing these CH3 tail 
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groups 1s N 5 ~ 5 x I014 cm-2 . 

X(2),R = Ns a(2),R ~ Io-15 esu. 

The overall susceptibility of the layer 1s then 

From the above numerical values, an estimated -4xi04 photons per pulse results. 

The detection efficiency is -5 % which still yields -2000 photons detected. With a 

background dark count of< O.OOI photon counts per pulse from photomultiplier tubes, 

this is a more than adequate signal (SIN - I 06) to detect < I % :ML coverage. However, 

as discussed later, this may be difficult to achieve. 

A. 6. Higher-Order Multipole Bulk Contributions 

As mentioned above, there can be significant contributions related to the bulk 

medium as it breaks the synunetry near the surface. Discontinuities of the fields and the 

nonlinear susceptibility at the interface force us to consider the higher-order multipole 

contributions to the SHG and SFG signals_7,14,15 

In addition, resonances within the bulk media might have to be considered as the 

surface and the bulk may consist of similarly close resonances, whether or not they have 

similar chemical make-ups. An example would be a liquid surface in which the surface 

might be distiguished by an increased ordering with only a slight resonance frequency shift 

compared with the disordered (isotropic) bulk. In this article, the latter case was not 

encountered, but there was a case where the surface species vibrational frequency (CH 

bend) was close to bulk TO phonon resonances of diamond. Fortunately, as shall be 

shown in chapter III, these bulk resonances do not express themselves and are of no 

concern. Eqn. 2. 1 can be expanded beyond the dipole term to include 

higher-order derivatives ofthe applied electric and magnetic fields:l4 
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p(2) = p(2)- V. Q_(2) +.,..LV x M(2) + (higher- order terms) 
Hils 

(2.12) 

-(2) - - - - - - - - -
p = Xo:EIE2 +Xpl :VEIE2 +Xp2 :El VE2 

Q_(2) = io:EIE2 (2.13) 

:M<2
> = iM:EI E2 

where P, Q, M are the electric-dipole, electric-quadrupole, and magnetic dipole 

contributions. The i 0 term in the electric dipole contribution is what is normally 

considered surface dominant. 

nonvanishing for any crystal symmetry. 

Since the scope of the experiments within this article do not invite a detailed 

analysis of the above mentioned bulk contributions, the discussion here of higher bulk 

contributions is not pursued further. 

B. Experiment 

In this section, the practical aspects relating to the SHG and SFG experiments are 

described. Details of the SHG I SFG system is described starting from the laser through 

to the detection system. 

The power source of the system is an active-passive mode-locked Nd: Y AG laser 

capable of producing 25 psec, -40 mJ/pulse (#5 dye) or 35 psec, -60 mJ/pulse (#9740 

dye) with a 20Hz repetition rate. The stability of the output at 1.064 Jlm is< 6% rms 

shot-to-shot fluctuations.l6 
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A KD*P SHG generator produced the 532 run green beam for the SHG or SFG 

up-conversion. For the infrared source, two sources of greatly different designs provided 

the tunable infrared light necessary for the infrared-visible· SFG exjJeriments. The first 

original infrared source was a LiNb03 optical parametric generator (OPG) and amplifier 

(OPA)l7. The tuning range of this infrared source was from 2600 cm-1 to 4000 cm-1, 

with linewidths of -10 cm-1 to 50 cm-1, respectively. The pulse energy is typically 400 J.L] 

(#5 dye) or 600 J.L] (#9740 dye). The second, much more sophisticated infrared generator 

(Fig. 2) was composed of two stages18. Green (532 run) light generated in a 

temperature-tuned LBO crystal provided the pump for a Beta-Barium Borate (BBO) 

double-pass OPG I OP A stage incorporating a line-narrowing grating element reducing 

the linewidth of this stage to -2 cm-1. The output of this stage (700- 2200 run) 

contained the signal beam(< 1064 run) and idler beam(> 1064 run). The latter was then 

used to mix with a I 064 run pump within a LiNb03 crystal to produce a difference 

frequency generation (DFG), narrow linewidth (-4 cm-1) output similar in frequency range 

as the first infrared source except with -200 J.L] energy and 8 psec pulsewidth, (#5 dye). 

If a silver gallium sulfide ( AgGaS2) crystal was used instead, the range was greatly 

increased to span further into the far-infrared to the potential 12 Jlm phase-matching limit. 

However, due to absorption within the crystal, only a useable output to -9 Jlm 

( 1100 cm-1) was possible. Typical energies ( #5 dye) for the 8 psec pulses were: -150 J.L] 

at 2100 cm-1; -100 J.L] at 1800 cm-1; -50 J.L] at 1500 cm-1; and -40 J.L] at 1300 cm-1. The 

power curve over this large tuning range was shown in Fig. 3. By careful adjustment of 

the beam parameters, both infrared sources were brought into the saturation regime where 

the dependency of the output energy on the input energy was minimized. Details of the 

current system were described in Fig. 2 and Appendix A. 

A zinc selenide (ZnSe) double Fresnel rhomb was used as a half-wave retardation 

device for the infrared beam. However, because of the high reflection losses, only -45 % 
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of the energy was transmitted to provide s-polarized excitation. Since s-polarized 

infrared excitation generally produced weak spectra, a better scheme was .used. Using a 

two-mirror, mutually orthogonal arrangement, the infrared light could change polarization 

with minimal loss of energy (T > 90 %) or polarization purity. The system was designed 

to change polarization in either arm reproducibly so that several changes within an 

experiment was feasible. 

The green and the infrared pulses are brought together spatially and temporally 

using mirrors and delay stages. The visible and infrared beams were near 45° incidence 

with a 7° beam separation to allow convenient spatial separation of the SFG signal from 

the SHG and strong visible beam. A half-wave plate, polarizer, half-wave plate 

arrangement on the visible beam provided easy control of the input energy and the 

polarization. A telescope arrangement reduced the beam size with control over the 

convergence so that the reflected focus past the sample would allow easy spatial 

separation of the SHG I visible beams from the SFG beam. For the infrared beam, a CaF2 

lens (cut-off at -8.5 J.Lm) with a focal length of 15 em with the sample near its focus 

provided imaging of the infrared source output crystal onto the sample. This would help 

to reduce the spatial displacement resulting from walk-off as the infrared source was tuned 

so that the overlap with the green beam on the sample remained stable. The green beam 

diameter was -0.5 mm and the infrared beam diameter was ....0.3 mm. 

The SHG signal along the reflected green beam path was passed through two 

Corning 7-54 filters each with a transmittance of -70% at 266 nm and -1 o-6 at 532 nm, a 

Rochon (quartz) polarizer, monochromator, then to the photomultiplier tube (PMT). 

The SFG signal was spatially selected and filtered with an iris to exclude as much 

scattered light since the SFG should be coherent and hence highly collimated and 

directional. A polarizer, two Raman edge filters (diffracting 532 nm light each with a 

-70 % transmission at 460 nm and -1 o-6 transmission at 532 nm), then a wide bandpass 
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monochromator to a photomultiplier tube. The use of the monochromator was 

imperative as the Raman edge filters (or other dielectric filters) had too broad a bandpass 

to suppress the strong background flourescence. Raman edge filters were crucial to 

transmit the SFG signal which was spectrally very close to the green (532 nm) light when 

using the far-infrared source. For the diamond experiment, the background fluorescence 

was orders of magnitude stronger than the dark count ( -0.001 counts I laser pulse) of the 

PMT's yielding a disappointing -0.1 photons/pulse background even with substantial 

spatial filtering. The final SIN ratio was then dominated by the fluctuations in the laser 

beams and the averaging of laser pulses.I9 For data acquisition with 400 pulses per data 

point, the maximum signal to background ratio of the spectra was -200: 1 for the strongest 

diamond signal. 

The photomultiplier signals were then sent to gated electronics where the gated 

signals were recorded with a computer system. The computer also controlled the stepper 

motors for operating the tunable infrared sources. By photodiode monitoring of key beam 

parameters, windowing of the data set decreased the contribution from laser fluctuations. 

Because of the plentiful beam energies, the signals were generally very strong with the 

output signals out of the photon counting regime. Instead, the majority of spectra were 

taken with the integrated current from the PMT measured. 

As a final discussion, it should be mentioned that assigning the vibration signatures 

of spectra may present some difficulties in complicated systems. Comparing directly to 

infrared or Raman spectra which generally represent bulk spectra is somewhat dangerous. 

The use of all the SFG configurations may be needed to solve some abiguities. Although 

the SFG technique has extemely good surface sensitivity, the SFG technique tends to have 

a limited dynamic range due in part to the fact that the signal responds to the square of the 

dipole transition and the presence of instrumentation noise and laser fluctuations. As in 

the usual infrared and Raman spectroscopies, the use of different chemical species and 
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isotopic substitution such as deuteration is commonplace to make assignments. It is the 

author's wishes that the future users of the technique have the best ofluck in this regard. 
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Figures 

Fig. 1. A typical geometry for the SHG and infrared-visible SFG experiments. The 

infrared beam arrived s- or p- polarized using a double Fresnel rhomb, half-wave 

retardation device or preferentially by successive orthogonally positioned mirrors. 

The beam was then focused to the sample using a CaF 2 lens. The visible beam 

power and polarization was controlled using a half-wave plate, polarizer, 

half-wave plate combination. Both beams were spatially and temporally 

overlapped on the sample. The SHG and SFG signals were extracted using 

appropriate spatial filtering, spectral filtering and PMT detection. A UHV 

chamber was used for the diamond experiments (not shown). 

Fig. 2. Upper Figure: The simple two-stage angle-tuned OPGIOPA using LiNb03. 

Lower Figure: The two-stage near-infrared to far-infrared source utilizing BBO 

and AgGaS2 (or LiNb03) crystals pumped by green (532 nm) light. An in-line 

grating element narrowed the linewidth of the DFG output to ~4 cm-1. Inset: 

alternative double-pass grating geometry. Refer to Appendix A for a detailed 

description of the operation. 

Fig. 3. The idler output energy I pulse(~ versus frequency (cm-1) for the AgGaS2 DFG 

arm (solid line). The number of photons produced scales with .!. of the output 
f 

energy I pulse (dashed line- referenced to the output at the maximum frequency). 
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III. Interaction of Hydrogen with the Diamond C(lll) Surface 

A. Introduction 

Diamond thin film growth by chemical vapor deposition (CVD), using thermal or 

plasma activation of gas phase species has proven to be successful and attracted a great 

deal of attention. 1 Although the conditions leading to good diamond growth are 

generally known, the detailed mechanisms are not yet clear. · To improve the quality of 

CVD diamond films, especially for electronics applications, a good understanding of the 

diamond growth process is needed. For this, one must know what and how different 

reactive species appear on the diamond surface at various stages of the growth process 

and how they depend on the surface orientation. One also needs to learn how these 

species adso~, desorb, and react. Most works reported in the literature have focused on 

gas composition and gas phase reactions in the CVD process. The results obtained could 

only provide indirect information about species and their reactions on the surface. Clearly, 

for a better study of the process, an in-situ monitoring of the surface with surface 

vibrational spectroscopy is most desirable. Indeed, electron energy loss spectroscopy 

(EELS) and more recently, sum-frequency generation (SFG) and Fourier-transform 

infrared (FTIR) spectroscopies have been employed for this purpose. 

Atomic hydrogen adsorption on diamond seems to be a very important 

intermediate step in the diamond growth process. In the hot filament method of growth, 

for example, hydrocarbon gas is usually heavily diluted with hydrogen (such as <1% CH4 

in H2) before passing through a hot filament and impinging on a high temperature 

substrate (-850°C).2 This large fractional amount ofhydrogen is found to be necessary in 

· producing high quality diamond films. It is believed that atomic hydrogen facilitates 
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diamond growth by promoting the sp3 hybridization of carbon, opening reactive. sites, and 

removing graphitic materials. Thus, a study of hydrogen adsorption on diamond surfaces 

is paramount to the understanding of CVD diamond growth. 

Several spectroscopic methods have been used to study diamond surfaces and 

hydrogen adsorption on diamond. Waclawski et al. 3 first used High Resolution Electron 

Energy Loss Spectroscopy (HREELS) to obtain the vibrational spectrum of an as-polished 

C( Ill) surface and concluded that the surface was terminated by CH 3. Lee et a/. 4 

studied hydrogen adsorption on C(lll). From their HREELS spectra, they identified the 

presence of surface phonons on the bare reconstructed C(lll) surface, and suggested a 

plethora of different hydrogen termination for hydrogen adsorption on C(lll). 

Aizawa eta/. 5 used HREELS to study the C(lll) surface of diamond homoepitaxially 

grown by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) under microwave plasma-assisted deposition 

conditions. They interpreted the spectrum as due to the presence ofCH3 termination on 

the surface. In other cases, Hamza et a/. 6 used time-of-flight mass spectrometry to study 

desorption of hydrogen from C(lll) and C(lOO) and the resulting surface reconstruction. 

Mitsuda et a/. 7 used low energy electron diffraction (LEED), Auger, and X-ray 

photoemission (XPS) to study the C(lll) surface reconstruction with H adsorption. They 

showed that only a small hydrogen coverage ( -5% ML) is already sufficient to convert the 

surface to the (lxl) bulk-terminated geometry. Sum frequency generation (SFG) 

spectroscopy has obtained vibrational spectra of hydrogen adsorption on C(lll).8 It was 

found that only a single peak in the CH stretch region was observed, indicating the 

presence of only a single monohydride species on the surface. This has been confirmed by 

the work of Hamza et a/. using electron stimulated desorption ion angular distribution 

(ESDIAD) and by Butler et af.9 using surface Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy 

(FTIR). Second harmonic generation (SHG), also a second order nonlinear optical 

process has been employed to investigate the surface as an in-situ real-time optical surface 
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sensitive probe. This was especially valuable during real-time in-situ processes such as 

adsorption. 

All these experiments seem to be consistent with the following picture: hydrogen 

appears to terminate the as-polished or atomic-hydrogen-dosed C(lll) surface; the (lxl) 

bulk-termination stabilizes the surface at sufficiently low temperatures ( < 1150 K); upon 

hydrogen desorption at high temperatures (> 1450 K), the surface undergoes a 

reconstruction to the (2x I) geometry. The form of the hydrogen termination however 

still remains a controversy. Some studies suggest the domination of mono hydride surface 

species while others advocate the presence of other hydride species such as aliphatic 

CHx=2 3 or olefinic CH2. Sample preparation, dosing conditions, and limitations of 
' 

individual spectroscopic techniques may be the cause of these discrepencies. Small sizes 

of diamond often limit. the sensitivity of electron spectroscopies, thermal desorption 

spectrometry, and FTIR studies. HREELS as a vibrational spectroscopy has the 

advantage of a wide energy range and good sensitivity but suffers from relatively poor 

resolution. Conversely, FTIR has good resolution but poor surface sensitivity. 

Infrared-visible sum-frequency generation (SFG) with unique capabilities for 

surface vibrational sp_ectroscopy and second harmonic generation (SHG) have recently 

been demonstrated to be a versatile surface probes.lO Being second-order nonlinear 

optical process, these are highly surface sensitive at the interfaces of centrosymmetric bulk 

media. For infrared-visible SFG, it has a transform-limited spectral resolution and a 

spectral range limited only by the infrared source. The polarization dependence of the 

spectrum permits deduction of molecular orientations of surface species. It is clear that 

the technique possesses enough desired advantages for studying hydrides on the diamond 

surface and resolving the above-mentioned controversy. This in-situ technique can also 

be adapted to realistic growth conditions in which the electron spectroscopies generally 

fail. 
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Here, the recent studies of the interaction of atomic hydrogen on the diamond 

C(lll) surface using SFG and SHG spectroscopy are presented. Section B discusses 

how the surface nonlinear susceptibility contributes to the observed signal and how 

information about H/C( 111) can be derived. Section C describes the experimental 

apparatus and sample preparation. Section D presents the experimental results for the 

hydrogen terminated surface, the adsorption I abstraction I desorption of hydrogen, and 

the reconstructed surface, and their respective interpretations are given in Section E. 

B. Second Harmonic Generation and Sum Frequency Generation 

Infrared-visible SFG for surface vibrational spectroscopy and second harmonic 

generation (SHG) spectroscopy have been described in earlier publications.l0,11,12 These 

second-order processes, in the electric-dipole approximation, are forbidden in the bulk of 

centrosyrnmetric media but are allowed at their interfaces where the inversion symmetry is 

necessarily broken. 

The case for SFG is described here with an adaptation for SHG explained later. In 

the case of a monolayer of adsorbates on a centrosymmetric substrate, the macroscopic 

nonlinear surface susceptibility i~2) of this layer can be related to the nonlinear molecular 

polarizability (i(l) by a coordinate transformation from the molecular axes denoted .by 

I, m, n to the tab axes denoted by i, ], k : 

xs,ijk = Ns :L (ci-i)(}·mXk·n))a~~ 
l,m,n 

= Ns ( a(2))ijk 

(3.1) r 
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if interactions between molecules are neglected, where N8 is the surface molecular density, 

and the angular brackets ( ) denote the orientational average. The non-zero independent 

elements of x~> (thesis omitted from now on for brevity) can be deduced by measuring 

the signals for different polarizations of the incident and output beams. 

Consider for example, a (Ill) surface with C3v (3m) symmetry lying in the XY 

plane and having the mirror plane in :XZ where X, Y, and Z are the laboratory coordinates. 

· It should have five independent surface nonlinear susceptability elements: the anisotropic 

terms X~= xffh = X~=-X~, and the isotropic terms X~= X~, 

'V(2) = 'V(l) 'V(l) = 'V(l) and 'V(l) The sub-indices here refer to the directions 
"'YYZ "'XXZ' "'yzy "'XZX• "'ZZZ · 

of the field components of the sum-frequency output, visible input, and infrared input, 

respectively. If the plane of incidence is chosen to coincide with the YZ plane and the 

output/input polarization combination as pss (sum-frequency output, visible input, and 

infrared input, p-, s-, s- polarized, respectively), one can deduce from the SFG 

measurement the element X~- With the ssp, sps and sss combinations, x~, x~, 

and x~, respectively are readily obtained. Finally, with the ppp combination, one can 

find 'V(l) from the SFG measuremnt knowing 'V(l) 'V(l) and ..,(l) 
"'ZZZ ' · "'XXZ' "'XZX' "'XXX · 

For the case of SHG, the macroscopic surface susceptabilities x~N listed above 

can be applied with the j and k indices representing the degenerate inputs of the visible 

light, in this case, 532 nm with the i index representing the SHG output at 266 nm. In this 

case, the polarization combinations generally used are s-in p-out and p-in p-out, which is 

analogous to ssp and ppp polarization combinations used for SFG. 

The effective surface susceptibility for the SFG process near vibrational resonances 

can usually be written as the sum of a resonant term i ~)and a nonresonant term i ~: 13 
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-(2)- -(2) -(2) 
Xs - XNR +xR 

n 

(3.2) 

Here, Q refers to the resonance mode with its frequency and damping constant denoted by 

coQ, and y Q, and its contribution to the SFG is proportional to Ao which is a product of 

the infrared dipole matrix element < gl ji kIn > term and the Raman matrix element 

< nl Mig >. With the SF output proportional to jx~2) j2, the resonant enhancement of 

i~2) as rom scans over ro Q yields the desired surfa~e vibrational spectrum. 

To see how the determination of x<R2~.k can yield information about the orientation 
,lj 

of a molecule or a bond at a surface consider the stretch mode of carbon monohydride 

(CH) distributed isotropically on a surface. The relevant elements of i~) are related to 

the molecular polarizability a.frs of the CH bond by: 

(3.3) 

(2) - (2) - (2) -
XR YYX -XR YXY -XRXYY- O 

' ' ' 
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where e is the orientation angle of the CH relative to the surface normal, r = a~~r;,/ af~~ 

(~ 0.14) is the ratio of transverse and longitudinal Raman polarizability associated with a 

CH bondl4, 11 and C: are the axes perpendicular and parallel to the bond axis, respectively, 

and ( ) denotes the orientational average of the CH bonds on the surface. From 

Eqn. (3.3), it is now possible to determine the polar bond angle (assuming an orientational 

distribution) from x~hzand x~~zy· 
' ' 

For the bare, reconstructed surface C(111)-(2x1), the 7t-bonded chains are aligned 

along the (2x 1) domains. With such domains oriented in three equivalent directions, the 

surface is sometimes referred as the C(lll)-(2x1)/(2x2) surface. For this reconstructed 

surface, a particular bond with azimuthal angle <1> has a matching bond with an opposite 

azimuthal angle -<1>, thereby effectively yielding azimuthal isotropy with x ~hx = 0. 
' 

In a similar manner, the terms for the CH bending mode can be derived using 

Eqn. (3.1). Further, other hydride configurations, such as for aliphatic CH2 and CH3 , 

and olefinic =CH2 can also be derived. 

C. Experimental Apparatus and Sample Preparation 

The experimental setup has been described elsewhere_ll,l2 In the present 

experiment, the laser system produces picosecond visible (0.532 )lffi, 17 psec) and tunable 

infrared pulses for the SFG experiment. Tunable infrared pulses ( -1 7 psec) at -3.5 11m 

with a 12 em-I linewidth were generated from a LiNb03 Optical Parametric 

Generator/Amplifier (OPG/OPA) producing 400-500 )lJ per pulse at 15 or 20 pulses per 

second. A ·second, more sophisticated BBO OPG/OP A seeding a AgGaS2 Difference 
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Frequency Generation (DFG) system generated broadly tunable ( -8 psec) infrared pulses 

(3.5-10 11m) with 100 fll at -5 11m and -50 J.l] at -7flm, with a 4 cm-llinewidth.l5 The 

visible and infrared beams were overlapped on the diamond surface with beam diameters 

of -600 11m and -300 flnl, respectively. A 7° angular separation between the input beams 

(46° for the visible and 53° for the infrared beam) permitted spatial separation of the 

second harmonic and sum frequency output signals as determined by the phase matching 

conditions. Both signals were simultaneously measured with separate detection arms 

using sensitive gated photon counting techniques. Polarization combinations normally 

used for SFG were: ssp (s-SFG, s-Visible, p-IR.), pss, ppp, and sps. Spatial filtering of 

the SFG was imperative for suppressing the background fluorescence (and possibly SFG) 

caused by the the molybdenum heater below the transparent diamond substrate. 

The tunable infrared sources were calibrated to within 2 cm·l with 

polystyrene I mica references and a calibrated monochrometer. All SFG spectra were 

normalized against a non-resonant SFG signal from for example, a crystalline quartz to 

minimize effects due to IR energy changes, beam overlap variations, and defector 

responsivity during scans. The peak positions (coq), strengths (A0 ), and widths ('Y q) of a 

resonance x~> and the nonresonant background X~k were determined by a fit of the 

SFG spectrum to Eqn. (3.2).13 

For SHG of the 532 nm beam yielding the 266 nm signal, three 7-54 Corning color 

filters ( T(532 nm)-I0-6, T(266 nm)-70%) and a monochrometer were employed to 

remove the 532 nm light. 

A natural type-IIa diamond cut to within 3° of the (111) surface was mechanically 

polished with 0.25 11m diamond abrasive in olive oil to produce a hydrogen saturated 

surface.l6 Cleaning , was accomplished using an acid bath (1 part HN03 : 

3 parts H2S04 @ 100°C for 10-20 hrs.), followed by a rinse in distilled water and then in 

methanol. The sample was mounted on an all molybdenum resistive heater within an 
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ultrahigh vacuum chamber with a base pressure of -5x1o-lO torr. No tantalum metal was 

used as this had been found to cause a substantial contamination on diamond especially 

with hydrogen adsorption. During the bakeout, the sample was kept at 500°C to keep the 
' 

sample clean and to outgas the heater. The sample temperature was measured using a 

0.005"<1> type-G thermocouple in intimate contact with the diamond but not with the 

heater. A 1800°C (5 mm x 10 mm x 0.001") tungsten filament,I7 12-16 mm from the 

diamond surface, was used to dissociate molecular hydrogen for atomic hydrogen dosing. 

The sample during dosing was initially at room temperature but rose to -200°C after an 

extended period of dosing (>30 min.) due to radiative heating. An optical pyrometer 

reading, compensated for emissivity and viewport biases, was used to determine the hot 

filament temperatures. The pressure of:H2 for dosing was typically 5xio-7- 1x1o-5 torr. 

Mostly the SFG spectra (ssp) associated with xWz in the CH stretch region is 

measured because this arrangement yields the strongest SFG signal· from a hydrogen

saturated C(111)-(1xl)-H surface.8 For the H-terminated surface, a single CH stretch 

peak was observed. With the sample mildly annealed at -600°C, the peak became slightly 

narrower (-6-10 cm-1 FWHM) and stronger by 10-50%. If the sample was dosed at 

-800-850°C with -Ix1o-5 torr H2 for 5-10 minutes and then stopped at a 750°C 

substrate temperature as the sample quickly cooled, the stronger and narrower peak signal 

was immediately attained. This latter procedure was extremely effective at reliably 

reproducing a well-prepared H-terminated C(lll) sUrface characterized by the single, 

strong and narrow CH stretch peak. Once hydrogen terminated, the signal remained 

unchanged after 20 hours of storage in vacuum ( <1 o-9 torr). 
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D. Experimental Results 

D.l. Hydrogen Terminated Surface C(JJJ)-(lxl)-H 

A clean, well-ordered C(lll)-(lxl)-H surface should exhibit a simple truncated 

bulk structure.6,7,16 The monohydride surface layer is expected to yield a single CH 

stretch mode and a single CH bend mode. The inital SFG studies8 gave a ssp SFG 

spectrum of a H-saturated C( Ill) surface and indeed showed a single CH stretch peak at 

-2830 cm-1 (Fig. 4). Using the narrow-linewidth, better calibrated, and more broadly 

tunable infrared source, the ssp SFG spectrum shows the single stretch peak18 at 

2838 cm-1 and a single CH bending mode peak at 1331 cm-1 (Fig. 5 and 6). For the sps 

spectrum, the bending mode peak was strong but the stretch mode peak was essentially 

absent. No other spectral features were discernible in the range of 1100 cm-1 to 

3300 cm-1. These results are expected from the on-top adsorption ofH on C(lll). It is 

coincidental that this has nearly the same frequency as the zone-center phonon mode of 

the substrate (1332.5 cm-1), 19 as determined by Raman spectroscopy. To be sure that the 

observed peak at 1331 cm-1 was indeed the CH bending mode, the surface was dosed with 

deuterium to replace hydrogen. Now, the 1331 cm-1 peak was completely suppressed as 

the CD bending mode should appear at -900 cm-1 instead and the corresponding CH 

stretch peak at 283 8 cm-l was replaced by the CD stretch peak at 2115 cm-1. The latter is 

presented in Fig. 9 for a C( Ill) surface saturated by deuterium. The observed CD stretch 

frequency (2) 15 cm-1) is about 0.75 times the CH stretch frequency (2838 cm-1). This 

can be compared with the approximate theoretical ratio of 1/ J2 = 0. 71 ~ the ratio of 0. 7 5 

for DCCI3 (2255 cm-1) versus HCCI3 (3019 cm-1),20 and the ratio of 0.71 for DC(CD3) 3 

(2063 cm-1) versus HC(CD3) 3 (2887 cm-1)_21 
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The beam polarization dependenceS of the stretch peak gives information about 

the orientation of the CH bond. The polarization dependence of the 2830 cm-1 peak is 

depicted in Fig. 4. It is seen that while the ssp SFG spectrum exhibits the peak clearly, the 

sps and pss spectra are barely detectable. This immediately suggests that the CH bonds 

must be mainly along the surface normal since then only the p-polarized infrared input can 

excite the CH stretch vibration. An analysis of the spectra of Fig. 4 using Eqn. (3.3) yields 

a mean angular spread of the bond orientation of -60° if the average bond direction is 

taken to be along the surface normal. This agrees with the conclusion derived from 

electron-stimulated ion desorption by Hamza et a/.. The polarization dependence of the 

2860 cm-1 peak is very similar to that of the 2830 cm-1 peak, indicating that the CH bonds 

responsible for this peak must also be along the surface normal. 

The above results strongly support the picture of atomic H adsorbed on top sites 

ofC(l11)-(1x1). An estimate ofthe frequency for such a surface CH stretch mode from 

the known CH stretch frequency (2992 cm-1) of CHD3 in the gas phase. Assuming that 

the spring constants for the CH vibration of the two cases are the same and the diamond 

surface can be approximated by a rigid wall with an infinite mass, one finds 

vcH = 2875 cm-1 for the surface CH stretch along the surface normal. This is close to the 

observations. The corresponding CH bond length is estimated to be 1.11 A following 

Ref 20. A much more sophisticated total-energy calculation predicting the CH 

vibrational frequency and the anharmonicity for H/C( 111 )-( 1 x 1) has been carried out by 

Zhu and Louie. 22 

The observation that the p-polarized infrared light could excite the CH stretch 

more strongly than the s-polarized infrared light indicates that the CH bond is lying 

preferentially along the surface normal. The analysis yielded a 30° distribution about the 

surface normal. A similar analysis for the bending mode yielded nearly equal intensities 
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for s- and p-polarized infrared beams as the dipole moment is essentially now parallel to 

the surface. 

D. 2. Temperature Dependence of the CH Stretch Frequencies and Linewidths 

The experimental apparatus only allowed heating of the sample above room 

temperature. But, high temperature SFG spectra of the hydrogen-dosed C( Ill) surface 

for both the CH stretching and bending modes were possible. Figure 6 depicts two 

spectra at 300 K and 700 K. Both modes exhibit, a temperature-dependent shift in the 

peak position and broadening of the peak width. For the CH bend and stretch modes, the 

peak positions change from 1330 to 1324 cm-1 and from 2837 to 2833 cm-1, respectively, 

as the temperature increases from 300 to 700 K, while the corresponding peak halfwidths 

change from 5 to 7 cm-1 and from 7 to 9 cm-1, respectively. The halfwidths were 

deconvoluted from the data in Fig. 6 with a 4.5 cm-1 (FWHM) gaussian infrared laser 

lineshape. 

The increase of peak widths with temperature suggests that the peaks are 

homogenously broadened. This is supported by the CD spectrum in which the CD stretch 

peak exhibits a -40 cm-1 halfwidth. Since the chemical environment (ie. the chemical 

structure and binding) should be the same for this isotopic H to D substitution, the change 

(increase) in the linewidth cannot be attributed to inhomogeneous broadening. It is most 

probable that the linewidth is dominated by dephasing broadening. 
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D.3. Adsorption, Desorption, and Abstraction of Hydrogen 

Second harmonic generation (SHG) can be used to follow the response of the bare 

reconstructed diamond (Ill) surface to atomic hydrogen dosing.? With LEED23 and 

optical second harmonic generation spectroscopy, it was found that adsorption of only a 

few percent of a full monolayer of H was sufficient to induce the (2xl) to (lxl) phase 

transformation. The CH stretch mode observed on a freshly formed (lxl) surface at a low 

H coverage without annealing, however, showed up as a peak at a higher frequency 

(2860 cm-1) suggesting the freshly formed surface might not be fully relaxed. The full 

surface relaxation could be effected by either high-temperature annealing (without 

hydrogen desorption) or higher surface coverage ofH. 

For the clean C(lll) surface, the LEED pattern revealed a (2xl) surface structure. 

When the surface was dosed to an H coverage of -5% of a monolayer, both the LEED 

pattern and the optical second harmonic signal from the surface indicated that the surface 

had begun to convert from (2xl) to (lxl). The latter was indicated by a sudden spike in 

the SHG signal in both the p-in p-out (Fig. 2a) and s-in p-out (Fig. 2b) spectra. The SFG 

measurement also started to register a peak at 2860 cm-1 (peak positions, widths, and 

strengths reported here and in the following are values obtained from the fit to the 

observed spectra using Eqn. (3.2), spectral resolution was limited (at this time) to 10 cm-1 

by the infrared source. 

With continuous H dosage, the SHG signal after the (2xl) to (lxl) transition 

showed a gradual response. Figure 2 shows that the p-in p-out spectrum (Fig. 2a) appears 

to be more complicated than the s-in p-out spectrum (Fig. 2b ). This can be explained by 

the fact that the former probes more susceptibility components where they can 

interference with each other whereas the latter probes only one component (:X.~z) as the 

surface mirror plane symmetry was in the XZ plane. 
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For the SFG spectrum, the 2860 cm-1 peak first increased in strength, reached a 

maximum at -42% monolayer H coverage, and decreased afterward to nearly zero at full 

monolayer H coverage. In the meantime, a new peak at -2830 cm-1 showed up and grew 

monotonically with increase ofH coverage. The SFG spectral variation described above is 

illustrated in Fig. 7. It should be noted that the vibrational spectra reported here were 

very different from that obtained by EELS. The strength of the 2860 cm-1 peak could be 

transferred to the 2830 cm-1 peak by annealing the sample at -700°C. Annealing not only 

eliminated the former completely, but also made the latter narrower, presumably due to a 

relief of surface strain set in by the surface structural transformation. After the (lxl) 

surface was annealed, the 2860 cm-1 would not appear again with further desorption or 

readsorption ofH or with any H coverage on the surface. The strength of the -2830cm-1 

peak could then be used to estimate the H surface coverage. 

Figure 8, for example, shows how the H surface coverage decreases by thermal 

desorption as reflected in the reduction of the 2830 cm-1 peak in the SFG spectrum. A 

close examination of the spectra as a function of H surface coverage remaining reveals an 

approximately linear shift of the peak from full coverage and is given by 

L\v CH ~ -6. 6 (1- 0) em -1 with 0 < 0 < 1 denoting the H coverage in terms of the 

fraction of a full monolayer. Following the SHG signal after each thermal cycle enables 

one to follow in a similar manner as for the adsorption case. Figure 3 shows the SHG 

signal also indicates the phase transition, in this case, the (lxl) to (2xl) reconstruction. 

The observation of the 2860 cm-1 mode, which can be annealed away, suggests 

that there may exist a metastable (lxl) phase on C(lll) resulting from H-adsorption

induced phase transition from (2xl) to (lxl). A 11:-bonded chain model has been 

proposed to be the most energetically favorable structure for the (2x 1) surface. A 

conversion from the 7t-bonded chain structure to the bulk-truncated (lxl) surface would 

involve a rather complicated rearrangement of bonds. It is conceivable that a metastable 
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( 1 x 1) phase might exist with slightly different bond angles and bond lengths from the 

truncated (1 x 1 ), although the exact configuration of that structure is not known. 

Apparently, both annealing and sufficiently high H coverage can cause this surface to relax 

to the more stable bulk-truncated (lxl) surface, whereas transition in the reverse direction 

seems impossible. To obtain the metastable (lxl) structure, the surface must be first 

reversed back to (2x 1) by desorbing all H and then dosed with a small amount of H to 

induce the surface restructuring. 

Atomic hydrogen adsorbs readily to the bare diamond surface. From CVD growth 

experiments, a large amount of hydrogen is often needed to produce high-quality films. 

Presumably. the stable surface of diamond is mostly covered by hydrogen. The studies 

now investigate how hydrogen adsorption and abstraction affect the equilibirum H 

coverage on the C( Ill) surface. SFG spectroscopy was used to monitor in-situ the 

surface coverages of hydrogen and deuterium when a D-terminated surface was dosed by 

atomic H, assuming that the binding energies of H and D to the surface are the same. 

Figure 9 illustrates the occurence ofH (D) abstraction. As atomic hydrogen was 

dosed (2xi0-6 torr H2 with the hot filament) onto the deuterium-covered surface, the CD 

peak at 2115 cm-1 decreased in strength while the CH peak at 2838 cm-1 increased. 

After -10 minutes, the spectrum was totally dominated by the CH peak. It is apparent 

that atomic hydrogen was very effective at abstraction. Repeatedly, molecular hydrogen 

had no effect on either the bare reconstructed surface or the deuterium-terminated surface. 

Only atomic hydrogen appeared to react with the surface. 

From the CH peak strength, the H coverage on the surface is deduced. Figure 10 

shows the surface coverage ofH on C(lll) at room temperature as a function of dosing 

time at an H2 pressure of 5x 1 o-7 torr with atomic hydrogen dosed on a bare reconstructed 

surface and on a deuterium-covered surface. The adsorption on the bare surface appears 

to proceed faster than on the deuterium-covered surface as one would expect since in the 
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latter case, the surface deuterium must be abstracted from the surface by atomic hydrogen 

before hydrogen adsorption is to occur. From the difference in the two rates, one can 

deduce roughly the ratio of the rate of abstraction, Kabs' versus the rate of adsorption, 

Kads· For dosing of the bare surface, the rate of change of the hydrogen coverage(~) 

is given by: 

dSH ili = Kads(I- 0H)- KabsSH 

At t=O: SH =0 

dSH =0 At t ~ oo: 
dt 

K a -0 _ ads UH - Ueq-
Kads +Kabs 

(3.4) 

For H dosing of the deuterium-covered dosed surface, the rate equations for 

hydrogen (~) and deuterium (00 ) coverages are: 

~H ~D ili = Kads(I- SH -So)- KabsSH ili = - KabsSD 

Att=O: SH (t=O)=O S 0 {t=O)=S~ <lML (3.5) 

d(H) dS 
At t ~ oo : __..!i = ___Q_ = 0 

dt dt 
So =0 

Here, the rate of abstraction of deuterium is assumed to be the same as for hydrogen. 

By fitting the data in Fig. 10 with the above equations, the ratio Kabs/Kads = 0.2 

was found. This gives an equilibrium coverage of Seq = Kads/(Kads + Kabs) = 83% at 

room temperature. By comparing the strengths of the SFG signals, the hydrogen 

saturation coverage on C{lll) at room temperature was -80 % of that obtained with the 

high temperature ( -800°C) sample treatment. This suggests that the rate of adsorption to 

the rate of abstraction must be higher at higher temperatures. 
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D. 4. Determination of the Kinetic Parameters for Thermal Desorption of Hydrogen 

Thermal desorption of H from C{lll) can provide information about hydrogen 

desorption kinetics. In ultrahigh vacuum, with readsorption negligible, desorption of 

hydrogen can be assumed to obey the equation: 

(3.6) 

where n is the order of the reaction, k = v exp(-Ed I ks T), v is a pre-exponential factor, 

Ed is the desorption activation energy ( v . and Ed are assumed not depend on coverage or 

temperature), ks is the boltzman factor and T is the temperature which can be a function 

oftime t. Ifn>l, Eqn. (3.6) is integrated to yield: 

1 ( 1 1 ) -----
(n -1) e;-1 ef-1 

(n > 1). (3.7) 

SFG was used to monitor the H coverage (E>H) following thermal desorption. 

The measurements were made each time after the surf~ce was rapidly heated to a high 

goal temperature where desorption was appreciable and cooled back to room temperature 

(where practically no desorption occurred). The goal temperature of each heating cycle 

was varied from 700°C to 1000°C. The temperature profile, T(t), of each heating cycle 

was automatically recorded (every 0.5 sees.). Typically, heating to 800°C from room 

temperature required at least -45 sec. and cooling to 500°C required at least -200 sec. 

For lower goal temperatures (-750°C), the sample was held at the goal temperature for a 
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longer interval in order to have an appreciable change in the H coverage by thermal 

desorption. 

As seen earlier, the SFG spectrum of the CH stretch would exhibit a complex 

lineshape change with the H desorption8 resulting from interference ofthe resonant i~) 

with the nonresonant background, i~. However, by a fit of the spectrum to Eqn. (3.2), 

i~) which is proportional to E>His deduced. In the desorption measu~ements, the heating 

cycles used are described in Fig. 11 (solid lines). Starting with a saturated H coverage 

(normalized to 1) at the beginning of the first, sixth, and eighth cycles, the coverages, 

E>H were measured and presented in Fig. 11 (open squares). The theoretical fit by 

Eqn. (3.6) is also shown (dashed lines) in the figure for comparison using the measured 

temperature profiles T(t) and n, v, and Ed as fitting parameters. (Cycles 6 and 8 were 

specifically chosen to desorb at a low temperature while cycles 4, 5, 7, and 9 were used to 

include low coverage data. This enabled a more precisely determined fit to the parameters 

with v and Ed not strongly interdependent in the fitting). For the C(111)-(1x1)-H surface, 

the fit yielded n=1.3±0.3, v=1015 ± 2 s-1
, and Ed =4.0±0.4 eV. The 

uncertainty in the parameters reflects the experimental uncertainty in determining the 

coverage and the temperature. 

One can use the desorption energy Ed to estimate the CH bond strength. 

Assuming Ed is equal to the heat of adsorption, the CH chemical bond energy can be 

obtained24 using 2Ec-H = (Ed+ EH-H) , sine~ a hydrogen molecule must dissociate 

with dissociation energy EH-H to form two CH bonds with the surface. With 

EH-H = 4.42 eV and Ed= 4.0 eV, Ec-H= 4.2 eV is obtained, which is about 10% smaller 

than a typical aliphatic CH bond (-4.5 eV). This is commensurate with the observed 

lower frequency of the CH stretch mode on C(111) as compared to that of a molecule 

(such as CH(CH3)J), indicating a weaker CH bond for H on C(111). 
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D.5. The Reconstructed C(J JJ)-(2xl) Surface 

If the C(lll)-(lxl)-H surface is heated to >1200°C, the surface reconstructs to 

the C(lll)-(2xl)/(2x2) surface as indicated by LEED.6,7,16 Under the same conditions, 

there was complete suppression of the 13 31 cm-1 and 283 8 cm-1 CH peaks indicating the 

disappearance of hydrogen by thermal desorption. In the low-frequency range 

(1300-1550 cm-1), however, new peaks appeared (Fig. 12). They must represent the 

surface phonons of the C( Ill) surface. It must be emphasized that very little hydrogen 

(-D.05 ML) is needed to hold the (lxl) phase and essentially complete hydrogen 

desorption must occur to cause the above described phase transition and the resulting 

spectra. If a small amount of atomic hydrogen is dosed (-0.05 ML) onto the (2xl) 

reconstructed surface, the surface phonon features completely disappear leaving a 

featureless spectrum; the CH bending mode is below the detection limit. 

SFG is forbidden in the bulk of diamond because of existence of inversion 

symmetry. Near the H-terminated C(lll)-(lxl) surface, although the C-C bonds might 

experience a broken symmetry, their contribution to SFG was not observed; only the CH 

bending ( 13 31 cm-1) and stretching (283 8 cm-1) modes appeared in the spectrum for H 

coverages of 0. 05-1 ML. However, if hydrogen is fully desorbed, the reconstruction of 

the diamond surface involves a radical rearrangement of the surface carbon atoms. The 

current accepted model for the C(lll) reconstruction is the Pandey (2xl) 11:-bonded chain 

modei.25 This results in a surface structure (Fig. 13) composed of a topmost layer of 

carbon chains with mostly sp2 ch~acter and a Iiext layer of carbon chains with mostly sp3 

character. This structure is highly asymmetric, allowing its vibrational modes observable 

by the infrared SFG technique. 
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Figure 12 shows two major bands of the SFG spectrum of the C( Ill )-(2x I) 

reconstructed surface between 1300 and 1500 cm-1: a low frequency one around 

1350 cm-1 observed with theIR input p-polarized and a second one 1475 cm-1 observed 

with both p- and s-polarized IR input. In principle the bond orientations can be deduced 

from the ratios of the peaks in the ssp and sps SFG spectra using Eqn. (3.3), and 

assuming that surface vibrations are localized to bonds. However, for C-C bonds, the 

transverse polarizabilities are not known making the deduction of the bond orientations 

difficult. 

With some simplifYing assumptions, some qualitative information is obtained about 

the bond orientations. From Eqn. (3.3), a ratio I Xyyz I Xyzyl::::: I would indicate 

0- 90• for r = a~~r;,/ a~~< 0.1 This is the case for the observed -1475 cm-1 band as 

seen from Fig. 12, suggesting that the C-C bonds responsible for the band must lie close to 

the surface plane. For the -1350 cm-1 band, from Fig. 12, I Xyyz I Xyzyl::::: 3. If 

0 < r < 0.1 (knowing r = 0.14 for CH bonds), Eqn. (3.3) yields 0° < 0 < 35°. This 

indicates that the corresponding C-C bonds must be leaning fairly close along the surface 

normal. The discussion how the picture fits with the surface structure in Fig. 13 is 

presented in the next section. 

As seen in Fig. 12, the -1350 cm-1 band is composed of two peaks at 30 cm-1 

apart. The ratios of I Xyyz I Xyzyl for the two peaks are similar. These observ~tions 

suggest the presence of two types of C-C bonds having nearly the same polar orientation 

(presumably not far away from the surface normal). For the -1475 cm-1 band, one could 

regard it as a broad feature with a full width of -60 cm-1 or imagine also two overlapping 

peaks with half the full width. In the latter case, the corresponding two types of C-C 

bonds would both lie nearly flat on the surface. 
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E. Discussion 

E.J. Hydrogen Adsorption, Desorption, and Abstraction on the C(JJJ) Surface 

Waclawski et af.3 first studied hydrogen adsorption on C(lll) using HREELS. 

They concluded after comparing with the deuterated ethane spectra that -CH3 must have 

terminated the surface. Their explanation for the presence ofCH3 species rather than the 

expected CH monohydride included: the possibility of surface defects not detected in the 

(lxl) LEED pattern; the corrosive action of hydrogen on diamond to create CH2 and 

CH3, similar to hydrogen on silicon26; and the break-up of the 7t-bonded chains during the 

adsorption process, leaving only singly-backbonded sp3 hybridized carbons with the three 

remaining bonds occupied by hydrogen. 

Recently, Lee et af.4 similarly used HREELS, except with better resolution, to 

study hydrogen-terminated and bare (2xl)-reconstructed (Ill) and (100) surfaces. For 

surfaces with H adsorption, not only did they assign peaks to CH3, they also believed in 

seeing evidence for other aliphatic (sp3) and olefinic (sp2) hydrocarbon species. They 

attributed the plethora of surface coordinations to the crude surface preparation with 

inherent multiple H adsorption sites and the propensity for carbon-carbon bond breaking 

in preference to hydrogen termination as in the ease of silicon. 26 

In contrast, the SFG measurements of the as-polished and the atomic hydrogen 

. exposed diamond C( Ill) surface with much better spectral resolution clearly show a 

single CH stretch at 2838 cm-1 and a single CH bend at 1331 cm-1 with linewidths 

narrower than 10 cm-1 and no other spectral features between 1100-3300 cm-1. From the 

peak frequencies and the mode's polarization dependence, it is concluded that this peak 

must originate from a monohydride CH stretch with H sitting on top of C and not from 

other aliphatic CH2 3 or olefinic CH2 species. 
' 
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Our conclusion that H terminates the C(lll)-(lxl) swface in the CH monohydride 

form is consistent with the results of helium scattering and diffraction27 and proton 

desorption (ESDIAD).6 It has been suggested4 that the discrepencies among works from 

different laboratories could be due to differences in the diamond samples and sample 

treatments. Our experience and others28 with different diamond samples and various 

sample preparation techniques, show that this is indeed the case. The SFG technique is 

very surface sensitive, making it ideally suited to distinguish different types of hydrides on 

the surface and the degree of ordering as evidenced by the signal strength, and linewidth, 

and in principle, also the polarization dependence. For the C(lll) diamond, consistently 

high-quality hydrogen-terminated swfaces necessitated the use of an acid bath for 

extended periods of time in order to remove graphitic carbon after polishing. Residual 

strain in the diamond sample appearing on the surface after repeated high-temperature 

heating processes could also cause difficulties, with spectral peaks excessively broadened 

by inhomogeneous broadening. 

In hydrogenating the diamond surface for spectroscopic studies, it has been 

common to dose atomic hydrogen upon a bare substrate at or near room temperature. 

However, after repeated hydrogen dosing and desorption, the H-terminated surface often 

became less well-ordered, as evidenced by weaker and broader CH peaks and the 

appearance of features indicative of the presence of other hydrocarbon species. If the 

substrate was dosed by atomic hydrogen at 800-850°C as well as during cooling to -750° 

C, the resulting H-terminated C(lll) surface always appeared well-ordered. SFG spectra 

with strong and narrow CH stretch and bend peaks were observed even if the surface 

originally had been contaminated, for example, by activated methane, methyl iodide, or 

di-tert-butyl peroxide. Presumably, the aggressive replacement of unwanted hydrocarbon 

or carbon species by preferential hydrogen adsorption on the well annealed surface is the 

reason behind the successful surface treatment. 
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For the well-ordered H-tenninated surface, the CH stretch and bend modes 

exhibited the minimum linewidths, 5 and 7 cm-1, respectively, at room temperature. They 

are likely dominated by homogenous broadening resulting from the dephasing (T 2) 

mechanism. The lifetimes (T 1) of the CH stretch mode has been measured18 (Ch. IV) to 

be -19 psec, which. corresonds to a broadening of only 0.25 cm-1. Inhomogeneous 

broadening is presumably not of dominant importance because of the observation of 

temperature broadening of the peaks (from 5 to 7 cm-1 and 7 to 9 cm-1, respectively, for 

the stretch and bend modes as the sample temperature changed from 300 to 700 K). 

Further evidence against inhomogeneous broadening comes from the observation that the 

CD stretch mode is -8 times broader than that of CH while their physical and chemical 

environments giving rise to the inhomogeneous broadening are expected to be the same. 

The observed monohydride CH stretch frequency (2838 cm-1) on the 

C(lll)-(lxl)-H surface is lower than that of a typical CH stretch mode of molecules in 

gas phase29,37 (vcH ....,2992 cm-1 for HCD3, ....,2893 cm-1 for HC(CH3)3, and 2887 cm-1 

for HC(CD3h)21. This is believed to be mainly due to a change in the binding force 

although some difference can be attributed to the variation in reduced mass. Indeed, the 

bond between a hydrogen atom and a diamond surface carbon can have a very different 

charge distribution compared to a typical saturated CH bond18. The thermal desorption 

data yield a binding energy of 4.2 eV for H on C(Ill), which is about.IO% less than a 

typical saturated hydrocarbon bond in a molecule. This is consistent with the lower 

mode frequency for H on C(lll ). 

When dosing with atomic hydrogen onto the bare C( Ill) surface, saturation of H 

coverage was seen after -10 min. for the hot filament arrangement with 5xi0-6 torr ofH2 

in the chamber. Dosing of hydrogen onto the deuterium-terminated surface explicitly 

showed fast abstraction of D by H towards full coverage of H (Fig. I 0). Similarly, an 

experiment starting with a fully H-terminated surface showed full conversion to the 
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D-tenninated surface upon dosing of D with a similar rate (not presented here as these 

spectra are similar). Recently, Thoms eta/. 30 calculated the rates at room temperature 

using their high resolution EELS data for adsorption of deuterium onto a bare diamond , 

surface and a hydrogen-terminated surface. Their result gives a ratio of the two rates to 

be Kabs/Kads = 0.05, which would yield a saturated D coverage of 0o = 0.95. 

Although in the SFG experiment, the roles of H and D were interchanged, the rates are 

expected to be comparable. It seems that the abstraction rate was higher or the adsorption 

rate lower in this case. This could be due to the different dosing conditions as the hot 

filament geometry, position, and temperature were not likely to be the same. 

The result on thermal desorption of hydrogen from C(lll)-(lxl) was analyzed 

with the usual theory for thermal desorption. It yields nearly first-order kinetics within the 

coverage range studied. This seems to contradict the fact that hydrogen desorbed from 

C(l11) should appear in the molecular form and therefore the desorption kinetics should 

be second-order. However, similar non-second-order thermal desorption has been 

observed for H desorption from Si surfaces. Sinniah eta/. have measured a first-order 

desorption behavior of H from Si(100) and suggested that it may be due to irreversible 

excitations of adsorbed H atoms into delocalized band states before desorption. 31 There 

has also been experimental evidence of pre-pairing ofH on Si(100), leading to the possibly 

observed first-order desorption. 32 Departures from second-order desorption have also 
/ 

been seen on Si( 111 )-(7x7) for low coverages; it is suggested that two binding sites may · 

explain the behavior. 33 It is likely that thermal desorption of H from diamond behaves 

similarly as H from silicon, recognizing the close analog of the two cases in many respects. 
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E.2. The Reconstrocted Surface 

Although the bare C(111)-(2x1) reconstructed surface may not be of importance 

to the problem of CVD diamond growth, which typically involves a large amount of 

hydrogen-promoted (1x1) surface, its understanding is still of fundamental interest. This 

is partictilarly so because of close similarities between the equivalent Si, Ge, and a-Sn 

surfaces .. 

In their high-resolution EELS spectra for the reconstructed C(111)-(2x1) surface, 

Lee et a/.4 observed spectral features at 92 meV (740 cm-1) and 153 meV (1235 cm-1) 

and attributed them to stretch and rock surface phonons. The assignment was reached 

by comparing34,35 with scaled-up surface phonon frequencies of Si(l11) using the same 

scaling factor relating the bulk phonon frequencies of Si(111) and C(111). The required 

electric-dipole character was known to come from the surface.reconstruction. The SFG 

spectra have much higher resolution than high-resolution EELS, and two well-resolved 

bands were observed at somewhat higher frequencies in the 1300-1550 cm-1 range. Still, 

they are within the range of stretch surface phonon frequencies predicted by Lee et a/. 4 

from scaling. As described in Sec. D.5, the low-frequency band seems to be associated 

· with C-C bonds more inclined towards the surface normal and the high-frequency band 

with C-C bonds more inclined towards the surface. Each band appears to have two split 
-

components (Fig. 12). One may find some understanding of the spectra by referring to the 

reconstructed surface structures depicted in Fig. 13. 

The structures in Fig. 13 are derived from the Pandey 7t-bonded chain model, 

which has been widely accepted for the (2x1) reconstructed surfaces.6,16,25 There exist 

some variations of the model proposed by different researchers. In particular, buckling of 

the surface bilayer or dimerization of intrachain bonds that could reduce the 

configurational energy has been predicted. · Bechstedt and Reichardt, have concluded 
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from a self-consistent, semi-empirical tight-binding calculation that the Pandey n-bonded 

chain model with slight buckling but undimerized chains in the surface layer would have 

the lowest energy. On the other hand, recent work by Iarlori et al. have predicted from 

a self-consistent ab initio molecular dynamics calculation that there should be dimerized 

n-bonded chains with no buckling in the surface layer. 

From the structures described in Fig. 13 and the required broken symmetry for 

SFG, a surface phonon mode is expected to be associated strongly with C-C bonds 

connecting the sub layers of the surface bilayer and another with C-C bonds connecting the 

first two surface bilayers. It is known that the n-bonded chains of the top surface bilayer 

have strong sp2 character, while the bonds connecting the top bilayer and the second 

bilayer have sp2fsp3 mixed character. Deeper into the bulk, the bonds should have more 

and more sp3 bulk-like character. Raman measurements19,36 on the bulk diamond (sp3), 

graphite (sp2), and amorphous carbon (sp2fsp3), yielded bulk phonon frequencies 

1332.5 cm-1, 1580 cm-1 and 1360-1560 cm-1, respectively. Studies of various 

hydrocarbon molecules37 also showed that C-C bonds with sp2 character have higher 

stretch frequencies than those with sp3 character. Therefore the high-frequency band 

( -14 7 5 cm-1) is assigned to surface phonons associated with the C-C bonds connecting 

the sublayers of the surface bilayer and the low-frequency band (-1350 cm-1) to phonons 

associated with the C-C bonds between the first and second surface bilayers. This result 

is consistent with the result deduced from the polarization dependence of the spectral 

peaks that the high-frequency and low-frequency bands should be associated with bonds 

inclined, respectively, more towards the surface and more towards the surface normal. 

Although the general assignment of the high and low frequency bands are made, 

the apparent splitting within each band has to be addressed. · Of the two variations of the 

Pandey model, the one proposed by Bechstedt and Reichardt is the only one that can 

explain the fine structure. In this model, there are two different types of bonds within the 
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top bilayer (high frequency band) and also between the two top bilayers (low frequency 

band) due to buckling. This leads to a splitting within each band. The general agreement 

between the experimental results and the theoretical model lends credit to the model. 

F. Conclusion 

The diamond C( Ill) surface dosed by atomic hydrogen was studied usmg 

infrared-visible sum frequency generation (SFG) spectroscopy. The as-polished/dosed H

terminated surface spectra indicate a single monohydride peak (1331 cm-l.and 2838 cm-1) 

with an orientation preferentially along the surface normal. Atomic hydrogen is shown to 

be aggressive in hydrogen (deuterium) abstraction. Thermal desorption spectroscopy of 

hydrogen suggests near first-order desorption with desorption energy of 4.0 eV. On the 

reconstructed (2xl) surface, CC features associated with the reconstruction ofbilayers are 

readily observed at 1300-1500 cm-1 showing two major bands confirming the Pandey 

1t-bonded chain modeL 
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Figures 

Fig. 1. (a) The hydrogen terminated C(lll) surface. (b) The reconstructed (2xl) 

surface. 

Fig. 2. SHG signal versus atomic hydrogen exposure time with (a) P-in P-out and (b) 

S-in P-out polarization combination. 

Fig. 3. SHG signal versus maximum desorption temperature for P-in P-out polarization 

geometry. 

Fig. 4. SFG spectra of a well annealed H-terminated C{lll)-{lxl) surface, obtained with 

different polarization combinations: solid squares for the s (sum-frequency, 

output) - s (visible, input) - p (infrared, input) polarization combination, open 

squares for the pss combination, and open circles for the sps combination. 

Fig. 5. SFG spectra of the H-terrn.inated H/C(lll)-{lxl) surface showing the CH 

bending mode (open circles) and the same surface dosed with atomic deuterium 

(open squares). Both curves are for ssp polarization geometry. 

Fig. 6. SFG spectra (ssp) of CH bending and stretching modes for H/C{lll) a.t 300 K 

(open circles) and 700K (open squares). 

Fig. 7. SFG spectra of H/C{lll) from a freshly formed (lxl) surface with different 

surface H coverages: 42% ML (open squares); 51% ML (open circles); 68% ML 

(filled triangles); 77% ML (filled circles). The (2xl) to {lxl) phase transition was 

induced by H adsorption. The H coverage were estimated from the overall 

strength of the resonant modes using the full H coverage as a reference. 

Fig. 8. SFG spectra ofHJC{lll) from a fully relaxed (lx1) surface with different surface 

H coverages resulting from thermal desorption: 100% ML (solid squares); 49% 

ML (open squares); 29% ML (open circles); 14% ML (open triangles). 
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Fig. 9. (a) SFG spectra (ssp) showing gradual replacement of D by H upon atomic H 

dosing onto the fully D-terminated surface. Full D coverage (open squares), 3 

min H dosing (open triangles), 8 min H dosing (solid triangles), 13 min H dosing 

(open circles), 18 min H dosing (solid circles). (b) Dlustration of the tWo step 

abstraction and adsorption process for isotopic conversion of the surface. 

Fig. 10. Surface coverage ofH as a function ofH dosing time for atomic H dosing onto a 

bare reconstructed (2x 1) surface (open circles) and onto a fully covered 

deuterium surface (open triangles). 

Fig. 11. Variation of surface coverage of H (open squares) in response to the prescribed 

thermal desorption cycle shown in the lower figure. The dashed lines represent 

the theoretical fit using Eqn. (3.6). 

Fig. 12. SFG spectra of the bare, reconstructed C(lll)-(2x1) surface for ssp (upper 

curve), ppp (middle curve), and sps (lower curve) polarization geometries. 

Spectral features come from C-C surface vibrational modes. 

Fig. 13. (a) Schematic representation of the Pandey 1t-bonded chain model showing the 

CC bonds. (b) Dimerization (no buckling) in the Pandey 1t-bonded chain model 

·proposed by Iarlori eta/. (c) Slight buckling (no dimerization) in the Pandey 1t 

-bonded chain model proposed by Bechstedt and Reichardt. 
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IV. Anbarmonicity and Lifetime of the CH Stretch Mode 

on Diamond H/C(lll)-(lxl) 

A. Introduction 

Hydrogen on diamond has been a subject of great interest owing to the major role 

it plays in chemical vapor deposition of diamond thin films. 1 Vibrational spectra of 

hydrogen on various faces of diamond are considered most important as they yield direct 

information about the surface structure and binding of the adsorbate. However, because 

of the limitations of available techniques, they have not yet been well studied. Infrared 

spectroscopy seems to have hardly enough sensitivity to obtain such spectra from ordinary 

diamond samples. Electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) has the needed sensitivity, 

but its poor resolution makes interpretation of the spectra difficult. On the H/C( Ill) 

surface, single resonant peaks for the CH stretching (2838 cm-1) and wagging 

(1331 cm-1) modes were observed (Ch. III), indicating that H was adsorbed at diamond 

top sites. Assessment of the fundamental normal modes by infrared sum frequency 

generation spectroscopy has given much information about the surface binding sites and 

configuration. However, since chemical reactions are dynamical processes involving the 

making and breaking of chemical bonds, characteristics such as the bond's dissociation 

energy and its energy relaxation need to be investigated. In this chapter, extensions of the 

SFG measurements were performed to study the anharmonicity and vibrational relaxation 

of the CH stretch. For both surface sensitivity and high resolution, we use an infrared 

pump and probe scheme where the higher vibrational levels are probed exploiting the 

highly surface sensitive infrared SFG technique. 

The CH bond energy may be measured by techniques such as temperature 

programmed desorption. 2 By infrared spectroscopy alone, the determination of the bond 
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energy may be estimated by the bond's anharmoncity3. This traditionally required the 

probing of higher vibrational levels using overtone or combination band spectroscopies. 

Unfortunately, these tend to be weak due to their higher order processes and are 

essentially undetectable for monolayers. EELS has shown high surface sensitivity but its 

poor resolution cannot distinguish the higher level overtones from the multiple losses 

processes. 4 

These characteristics give an indication as to the possibility of a two-phonon 

bound state such as observed on the H/Si( 111) surface. 5 A two-phonon bound state 

where two vibrational quanta are localized over only a few neighboring bonds is favored 

for a large anharmonicity and small lateral interaction (dispersion). 6 With the high 

resolution spectroscopy, these characteristics may be quantified to predict the existence of 

a two-phonon bound state. 

Here, experimentally an anharmonicity of 110 cm-1 was observed which is much 

larger than the expected interaction energy between two neighboring CH vibrations. 

Thus, the observed "v = 1 ~ 2" peak should correspond to an excitation of the 

two-phonon bound state. Also, the excited vibrational energy was found to relax directly 

to the ground state with a relaxation time of 19 psec. The results are compared with 

theoretical calculations. Agreement between theory and experiment provides confidence 

to the surface potential for H on C( 111) used in the calculation. Important surface 

properties such as the desorption energy and mobility of H can then be deduced from this 

surface potential. 

The determination of the energy relaxation time (T1) of the adsorbate-substrate 

vibration may not be so easily assessed. Originally, the linewidth of· the adsorbate

substrate vibration was thought to be dominated by the T 1 lifetime. However, subsequent 

temperature dependence measurements revealed the linewidth can be dominated by pure 

dephasing. Moreover, there can be additional broadening due to inhomogeneous 
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mechanisms. 7 The separation of the contributions to obtain the T 1 relaxation item is 

difficult at best. A direct determination of the T 1 lifetime is then desirable. This is 

accomplished using a picosecond time-resolved infrared~ pump then probe arrangement.· 

B. Experiment 

The experimental setup have been described elsewhere. 8 In the present 

experiment, three beams of picosecond pulses, one visible and two tunable-infrared around 

3.5 J.lffi, one (17 psec, 12 cm-1linewidth) for pumping, and the other for probing (8 psec, 

4.5 cm-1 linewidth) were used. They were overlapped on the surface with beam 

diameters (energy densities) of -500 11m (-10 GWfcm2), -300 11m (-25 GW/cm2), and 

-260 11m (-10 GW/cm2), respectively. The SFG signals associated with theIR pump and 

probe were spatially separated. Details of the sample preparation were described in 

Chapter ill. 

C. Anharmonicity and Lifetime Determination 

Once the hydrogen terminated surface was prepared, the usual CH monohydride 

peak was observed at -283 8 cm-1. Before the two-color experiment below was 

performed, the saturation of the SFG CH peak signal for a single infrared beam for the ssp 

polarization combination (SF output, visible input, IR input are s-, s-, and p-polarized, 

respectively) was observed. This would indicate a significant population transfer from the 

ground v = 0 state to the upper v = 1 vibrational state. This effect would be expected 

only if the vibrational relaxation time was long-lived and the infrared intensity was 
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sufficient enough. As Fig. 1 illustrates, a very high infrared intensity was needed to cause 

saturation to occur. Figure 2(a) illustrates the SFG process when the probe is resonant 

with the fundamental or the hot band transitions. 

The SFG vibrational (probe) spectra of the H-covered C(lll) in the CH stretch 

region, obtained by the ssp polarization combination were presented in Fig. 3(a). Without 

the IR pump excitation, a single sharp peak with an intrinsic 4 cm·l halfwidth appears at 

2838 cm-1. This peak has been previously identified as the fundamental CH stretch 

vibration ofmonohydrides arising from the H-terminated C(111)-(lx1) surface.9 With the 

IR pump excitation to populate the v= 1 state of the CH stretch mode, the 283 8 cm·l peak 

reduces in strength, but an additional peak appears at 2728 cm·l with a 20 cm·l halfwidth. 

It was obvious that the 2728 cm·l peak corresponds to the v =I~ v = 2 overtone 

transition of the CH stretch mode. This yields an anharmonicity of 110 cm·l for the CH 

stretch. As shall be explained later, the v=2 state here can be identified as a two-phonon 

bound state. The spectra in Fig. 3(a) can be fit by the expression: 

2 

(4.1) 

convoluted with a gaussian laser lineshape of 4. 5 cm-1 in full width at half maximum, 

where Xs is the surface nonlinear susceptability responsible for the SFG, x NR is the 

nonresonant contribution to Xs, and Aq, roq, and rq are the amplitude, frequency, and 

damping coefficient, respectively, of the qth resonant mode contributing to Xs. From the 

fits to both spectra shown in Fig. 3(a) (solid lines), the parameters for the CH fundamental 

and overtone vibrational resonances were deduced, as shown in the table below. 
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Ao1 Al2 c.oot (rot) c.ou (r n) 

Without IR Pump I - 2838 ± 2 cm-1 (6 cm-1) -
With IRPump 0.6 0.2 2836 ± 2 cm-1 (7 cm-1) 2728 ±3 cm-1 (20 cm-1) 

Knowing the fundamental frequency (2838 cm-1) and the anharmonicity 

( -11 0 cm-1) of the CH stretch mode, the dissociation energy of the bond can be estimated 

assuming a Morse potentiaJ3 V(R) = De{l-exp[-a(R-~)]}2, where De is the dissociation 

energy for R~ and the potential energy is zero at R=~. This yields a dissociation 

energy of 4.9±0.2 eV which is slightly more than a typical aliphatic CH bond (4.6 eV). 

For comparison, the thermal desorption spectroscopy experiments (CH. III) yielded a 

dissociation energy of 4.0 (±0.4) eV. 

One can find the population excited to the v = 1 level by the IR pump from the 

ratio of A 12 and Aoi> where the sub-indices 12 and 01 denote the overtone, and 

fundamental vibrational resonances, respectively. From the microscopic expression of 

Xs, it is known that for the v = j ~ v = j + 1 vibrational transition: 

( a~) ( 00
) (Pj- Pj+1) 

ax j,j+l ax j,j+I 
(4.2) 

Here, (a~) and ( aa) are infrared- dipole moment and Raman polarizability for 
ax j,j+1 ax j,j+1 

the transition, respectively, and Pj is the population of the v = j level. Both (a~) .. 
ax J,j+l 

and ( aa) are proportional to (j + 1)~ in the harmonic oscillator approximation for 
ax j,j+I . 

the vibration. Then, one finds with IR pump excitation, A 12/Ao1 =2pif(l-2p1). In 

reference to the strength A81 in the absence of IR pump, we have A 12/ A~1 = 2p1 and 
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A01/A81 =1-2p1. The values of A81, A01 , and A12 in the above table yield 

consistently an average excited state population of p1 = 0.13 ± 0. 05 obtained under 

17 psec IR pump excitation of25 GW/cm2. 

Monitoring how the population distribution after pumping returns to thermal 

equilibrium allows us to measure the vibrational lifetime T 1 of the v = 1 excited state as 

well as the recovery time T 1' of the ground-state population. In the experiment, the 

former was obtained by probing the decay of resonant SFG from the v = 1 ~ v = 2 

transition as a function of time delay between IR pump and probe, and the latter by 

probing the recovery of resonant SFG from the v = 0 ~ v = 1 transition. In an ideal 

case, the pump and probe pulses are much shorter than the relaxation. This then results in 

a clear response for the fundamental and the hot band transitions reflecting their respective 

populations after the inital pump (as illustrated in Fig. 2(b)). The experimental results 

were presented m Fig. 4. For the v = 1 ~ v = 2 transition, 

t 

A 12 ( t) «: J lpu ( t') exp[ -( t- t') I Td dt' with Ipu ( t') being the intensity of the IR 
-a:> 

pump pulse. Substituting A 12 ( t) for Aq in Eqn. ( 4.1) and calculating S( t) by convoluting 

I Xs ( t) 1
2 

with the temporal profiles of the IR and visible probe pulses, the data was fit as 

shown in Fig. 4 with T 1 as the adjustable parameter. This yields T1 ~ 19 ± 5 psec. 

To fit the data for the v = 0 ~ v = 1 transition, the same procedure could be 

used. However, in this case, the coherent artifact that arises from coherent interactionslO 

between theIR pump and probe should affect A 01(t) and hence the SFG signal around 

zero time delay. It is known that if the vibrational dephasing time T 2 is less than half of 

the pump pulsewidth 'tp, the coherent artifact becomes negligible after a pump I pulse 

delay time of- 'tp· In our case, we have T2j-r:p ~ 0.1 assuming the 2836 cm-1 resonance 

is homogeneously broadened because the peak was found to broaden with temperature as 
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shown in Chapter III. By fitting the data points at longer time delays, we obtain 

T1 
1 = 19 ± 2 psec. The result of T1 = T1 

1 shows that the excited v = I population must 

have relaxed directly to the v = 0 state without having spent an appreciable time in 

intermediate states. 

D. Discussion 

The experimental results have shown there is a very large anharmonicity 

suggesting the existence of a two phonon bound state where two vibrational quanta can be 

localized on one bond site to minimize their total energy. There are two prerequisites for 
I 

the existence of a two phonon bound state: a large anharmonicity of the bond and a small 

lateral interaction (dispersion). 

In order to confirm this, theoretical calculations were performed by X. Blase eta/. 

First, their theoretical calculations used a slab model to study the vibrational modes of a 

full monolayer ofH on the C(lll)-(lxl) surface witihin an ab-initio pseudopotential LOA 

method. Technical details for the slab geometry, energy cut-off and pseudopotentials are 

described elsewhere.ll Results for the theoreticall2 and experimental wagging and 

stretching frequencies are shown in Table I together with the overtone frequency -2f. 

To study the extended and localized collective modes of the surface 2D hexagonal 

lattice of interacting C-H bonds, a Hubbard-like modell3 was used. The "negative U" on

site energy which induces the localization of two phonons on the same CH bond was 

taken to be r. The hopping parameter t, which originated in the CH bond-bond lateral 

interaction, was calculated within a first nearest neighbor tight-binding model for the 

hexagonal C-H bond surface lattice. In the model, ro(r)-ro(M)=8t, where ro(r) and 

ro(M) are the one-phonon mode frequencies at the zone center (r) and at the zone edge 
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(M). Through frozen-phonon calculations, they found that t = 0~25 cm-1. The values of 

r and t yields a ratio fit to be large for the H/C( 111) surface. This suggests a strongly 

bound two-phonon bound state should exist in the present system.6 

The inversion of the Hubbard equation was standard14 and, for excitations with 

wavevector Q, yields (N-1) energies in the quasi-continuum of unbound two 

single-particle states ro2(Q) = ro1(k) + ro1(Q- k) and one (bound) solution ro2(Q) out 

of this continuum. With the calculated values oft and r, the latter solution12 was found 

to be located 110 cm-1 below the energy of two single phonons at r. This corresponds to 

the two-phonon binding energy Eb for the H/C( Ill)-( 1 x 1) surface. The observed peak at 

110 cm-1 below the fundamental vibrational transition must therefore be associated with 

this excitation from the one-phonon state to the two-phonon bound state at r . The 

agreement with experiment was excellent (see Table 1). The dispersion of the 

two-phonon bound state band was calculated 12 to be 0. 01 cm-1. Both the large binding 

energy and the very small dispersion indicates a very localized two-phonon bound state. 

For the vibrational lifetime of the v=l CH vibration of H/C(lll), Sun et af.15 

recently calculated _a value of 60 psec at 300K. This is much faster than that of 

H/Si(lll).5,16,17 In the latter case, the longer lifetime (1.7 nsec theoretical, 0.8 nsec 

experimental) is attributed to a higher-order coupling (1:4 resonance) of the SiH stretch 

with one substrate phonon (-210 cm-1) and three Si-Si-H bending quanta. In the case of 

H/C( Ill), the decay of the CH stretch vibration involves a lower -order coupling (1 :3 

resonance) with two C-C-H bending quanta and one substrate phonon mode of 

-250 cm-1. In the calculation, the CH bending mode frequency of .1290 cm-1 (from 

EELS data) vias used, which was somewhat different from the value of 1331 cm-1 

measured by SFG. A re-calculation of the v = 1 lifetime using the 1331 cm-1 bending 

mode frequency should yield a closer 1:2 resonance between CH stretching (2838 cm-1) 
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and bending frequencies and hence a shorter v = 1 lifetime which may agree better with 

the experimental result. 

E. Conclusion 

In conclusion, the hot band transition and anharmonicity of the first overtone of 

the CH stretch mode ofthe H/C(lll)-(lxl) surface was observed. Agreement between 

theory and experiment provided strong evidence for the existence of a strong two-phonon 

bound state on the hydrogenated diamond (Ill) surface. By time-resolved pump and 

probe spectroscopy, the lifetime of the v=l state was found to be 19 psec with a similar 

recovery time for the ground state population. 
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Tables 

Theory Experiment 

Stretching Frequency COz 2740 cm-1 2838 ± 2 cm-1 

Wagging Frequency COx 1189 cm·l 1331±2cm·l 

Table I. 

-2r 107 cm-1 

Eb -110 crn·l -110 ± 5 cm-1 

Theoretical and experimental stretching ( co.z) and wagging (cox) frequencies, 

together with the overtone frequency -2r and the two-phonon bound state 

energy Eb. (1 meV = 8.04 cm-1) 
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Figures 

Figure 1. SFG CH stretch peak signal versus infrared excitation intensity (GW/cm2). 

Figure 2. (a) Energy level diagram illustrating the SFG process for the v0~1 

fundamental transition and the v1~2 hot band transition. (b) Ideal pump 

and probe response indicating the ground state and first excited state 

populations for 1: (laser pulse) < < 1: (relaxation). 

Figure 3. (a) SFG spectra of CH stretch vibrations .of H/C(III)-(Ixl) with (solid 

squares) and without (open circles) the IR pump excitation of the resonance at 

2838 cm-1. (b) Theoretical absorption spectrum for the same vibrational 

system visually shifted to correspond to (a). The relative peak height is 

arbitrary. (Supplied by X. Blase) 

Figure 4. SFG probe signal for the v0~1 fundamental transition (upper curve) and the 

v1~2 hot band transition (lower curve) as a function of time delay between 

pump and probe pulses. The solid lines are theoretical fits. 
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V. Interaction of Methyl Radicals with the Diamond C(lll) Surface 

A. Introduction 

For CVD diamond thin film growthl using thermal or plasma activation of gas 

phase species, the conditions leading to good diamond growth are generally known but the 

detailed mechanisms are not yet clear. Although a great deal of work has been done in 

the investigation of the gas composition and gas phase reactions present under CVD 

conditions, very little is known about the interfacial region where diamond grows. In an 

attempt to determine the actual gas phase species near the surface, various techniques 

have been used, such as near-surface resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization 

(REMPI)2 and substrate microprobes3. Still, the data is indirect and difficult to intepret 

since a multitude of surface reactions are possible. Clearly, for a better study of the 

process, an in-situ probe involving surface vibrational spectroscopy is desirable. Indeed, 

electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS), Fourier-transform i¢Tared (FTIR.) and more 
\, 

recently, sum-frequency generation (SFG)4 spectroscopies have all been employed for 

surface studies. However, the requirement of high sensitivity, high resolution, and 

surface specificity is satisfied only by infrared-visible SFG vibrational spectroscopy. 

Among the spectroscopic methods used to study the hydrogen termination of 

diamond surfaces, there persists the conclusion that methyl termination exists. 

Waclawski eta/. 5 first used High Resolution Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy 

(HREELS) to obtain the vibrational spectrum of an as~polished C(lll) surface and 

concluded that the surface was terminated by CH3. Lee et a/. 6 studied hydrogen 

adsorption on C(lll ). From their HREELS spectra, they identified the presence of 

surface phonons on the bare reconstructed C(lll) surface, and suggested a plethora of 

different hydrogen terminations for hydrogen adsorption on C(lll ). Aizawa et al. 7 used 
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HREELS to study the C(111) surface of diamond homoepitaxially grown by chemical 

vapor deposition (CVD) under microwave plasma-assisted deposition conditions. They 

interpreted the spectrum as due to the presence of CH3 termination on the surface. 

In chapter III, the interaction of atomic hydrogen with the diamond surface was 

investigated as hydrogen seemed to play a critical role for diamond growth. The SFG and 

second harmonic generation (SHG) probes proved to be extremely powerful. So far, 

hydrogen appears to terminate the as-polished or atomic-hydrogen-dosed C( 111) surface; 

the (I x 1) bulk-termination stabilizes the surface at sufficiently low temperatures 

(< 1150 K); upon hydrogen desorption at high temperatures (> 1450 K), the surface 

undergoes a reconstruction to the (2x1) geometry. 

However, in diamond growth there must be a carbon source from which the 

diamond film can grow. In the hot filament method of diamond growth, for example, 

hydrocarbon gas such as methane is usually heavily diluted with hydrogen (usually < 1% 

CH4 in H2) before being passed through a hot filament and exposed to the high 

temperature substrate (-850°C).8 The successful use of methane in diamond growth 

suggests that the methyl radical may play an inportant role. Extension of studies to the 

methyl radical is now in order. If a methyl species is able to sit at top sites, the 

characteristic vibrational signature should be distinctly different from that of the 

monohydride. This would add confidence that the earlier assignment of the monohydride 

termination was indeed correct. 9 Here, the preliminary interpretation of this work is 

presented. 
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B. SFG Vibrational Signature of a Methyl Termination 

To observe the methyl species on the diamond surface, infrared-visible sum

frequency generation (SFG) and second harmonic generation (SHG) were ·employed 

again.4 

In Chapter III, the case for the monohydride termination of the diamond C(lll) 

surface was presented. There, the macroscopic surface susceptibility was derived from 

the molecular hyperpolarizability of the CH bond. In this chapter, the vibrational 

signature of the methyl group is addressed. Hirose et af.10 has derived in detail the 

susceptibility for the CH3 methyl termination and applied this to determine the degree of 

anisotropy for multilayered Langmuir-Blodgett films. Recently, Wolfrum et af.ll 

observed the SFG spectrum of hexadecanol on the water surface. In that study,· the 

destructive interference of adjacent vibrational modes to the SFG intensity was seen. Both 

s- and p- polarized infrared beams were used to observe the methyl (CH3) group 

vibrational modes. In their sps and ppp polarization combination spectra, they observed 

three positive going peaks in the spectrum. These were assigned to the symmetric CH 3 

stretch (2875 cm-1), the fermi resonance (FR) (2936 cm-1) of a bending overtone with the 

symmetric CH3 stretch, and the asymmetric CH3 stretch (2958 cm-1). However, in the 

ssp polarization spectrum, they observed a dip where the asymmetric mode would appear. 

They explained this as due to the interference of the shoulder of the FR peak with the 

asymmetric CH3 stretch which had an opposite phase in the contribution to the overall 

susceptibility. In their analysis, the formalism of Hirose et a!. was applied. This allowed 

for azimuthal isotropy about the methyl group symmetry axis and for azimuthal isotropy_of 

the methyl group about the surface normal with some polar dependence. 

Here, a similar situation is possible. As with the monohydride on C(lll)-(lxl), 

azimuthal isotropy is allowed within the surface plane. If the methyl group bonds in a 
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similar manner as hydrogen on the C( 111) surface then the methyl group would be 

expected to have the freedom to rotate about the CC bond axis although it may have a 

different polar tilt angle (9) distribution. This geometry is similar to the hexadecanol on 

water measured by Wolfrum eta/., and so here the same formulae applies so one might 

expect a similar ssp spectrum for ~he methyl terminated C(l11) surface. 

In the analysis, the ssp polarization probes the xW-zterm if the surface mirror 

plane lies in the XZ plane of incidence. The symmetric and the asymmetric vibrational 

modes yield the following terms with opposite sign in amplitude of the susceptibility: II 

A 

X~,hz( Vs) = Nsa.~rs[(r+ 1)(cos9) +(r-1)\ cos39)] 

x~,hz( vd) =- ~s a~~11 ( (cos)-\ cos
3e)] 

(5.1) 

where (, and il are the directions parallel and perpindicular to the CH3 symmetry axis, 

respectively, r = a.~rs I a~~s , and e is the polar tilt angle of the methyl group CC axis 

with the surface normal. 

From Eqn. ( 5.1) above, the two modes were shown to exhibit opposite phase to 

one another. In the experiment by Wolfrum et at_ll, the Fermi resonance has the same 

phase as the symmetric stretch which destructively interfered with the asymmetric mode. 

In their case, the effect was difficult to observe since the overlap of the two modes was 

slight. However, if the vibrational modes can destructively or constructively interfere 

with a sufficiently large nonresonant background contribution, the effect can be obvious. 

The signal would then be close to propo~ional (linear) to the resonant susceptibility 

contribution as the signal is proportional to the square of the susceptability: 
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2 . 2 
SFoc lx(2)1 ocjx(2) +x(2) +x(2) -x(2) I (5.2) 

NR R,s R,FR R,d 

where x~ is the nonresonant background contribution and x~) is the resonant 

contribution of the symmetric (s), Fermi resonance (FR) and asymmetric (d) modes with 

the latter explicitly indicated as negative. On the diamond surface, as shall be seen, a 

nonresonant background does exist with sufficient strength to exhibit this behavior for the 

methyl termination occurs. 

C. Experiment 

The experimental setup was essentially the same as for the hydrogen experiments 

described in Ch. III. Both SFG and SHG were performed on the diamond surface under a 

variety of substrate temperatures, dosing conditions, and subsequent processing. 

The sample preparation was similar as with the hydrogen experiments of Ch. III. 

However, there were some differences. For the natural type-lla diamond, after 

polishing, 12 the sample produced well-ordered surfaces as determined by the SFG spectra. 

The primary prerequisite for the following experiments was a high quality, single, narrow 

linewidth peak at 2838 cm-1 of sufficient signal indicating a saturation coverage ofthe CH 

monohydride. This was particularly important as the spectra from these experiments were 

quite weak and there was concern that the surface could support the coordination of other 

hydrides that could dominate the spectra. The latter concern was valid as the well-ordered 

hydrogen terminated surface was not able to be recovered after several methyl radical 

dosing events. This was even after repeated high temperature, atomic hydrogen 

"cleaning" treatments. At this point, the sample had to be repolished and acid etched. 
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The ( 5 mm X 10 nun X 0. 001 ") tungsten filament, 13 12-16 mm from the diamond 

surface was used to produce reactive species for the experiments. The production of the 

methyl radical using CH4 (Ec-H= 435 kJ/mole) required a similar hot filament 

temperature (1800°C) as for the atomic hydrogen case (EH-H = 436 kJ/mole). 

Additionally, two other methyl radical production processes allowed a much lower 

(-800°C) hot filament temperature. Methyl iodide (CH3I) (Ec-I = 234 kJ/mole) can 

produce a methyl radical but produces as a side product an iodine atom. Di-tert-butyl 

peroxide ((CH3hCOOC(CH3)3) {DTBP) allows a low temperature breaking of the 

peroxide bondl4 which produces an unstable intermediate which then forms a .stable 

acetone molecule while ejecting a methyl radical (Fig. 1 ). In this case, only a single 

reactive product was generated, namely the methyl radical. To determine the possible 

effects of the acetone byproduct, dosing with acetone under similar conditions with the 

hot filament was found not to cause any changes to the covered or bare diamond surface 

on the time scale of the usual dosing. Further, only if the hot filament temperature was 

raised -150°C more did an effect occur, presumably from activation of the acetone 

molecule. Considering that the concentration of the acetone byproduct from the DTBP 

pyrolysis would be orders of magnitude smaller, the effects of acetone during the DTBP 

dosing can be dismissed. Total dosing pressures for the gases were typically lx10-5 torr. 

For the methyl iodide, DTBP, and acetone liquids discussed above, a freeze-pump-thaw 

method was performed to remove dissolved volatiles. A check was performed to rule 

out the effects of the ion pressure gauge filament during dosing of the (CH3I) or DTBP. 

Even though there was no evidence that the ion gauge posed a problem, the minimum 

emission setting (lowest filament temperature) was used during the dosing and was tun:ted 

off during the subsequent processing and measurements as an extra precaution. For 

"room temperature substrate" dosing, the -800°C hot filament barely heated the sample, 

but for the 1800°C hot filament, the substrate temperature rose to a maximum of -150°C. 
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The SFG spectra used was the ssp polarization combination (unless noted 

otherwise), as this gave the strongest signal.9 

D. Methy~ Radical Adsorption and Decomposition 

As seen in the hydrogen case ( Ch. III), the substrate temperature and atomic 

hydrogen dosage were the chief parameters for that study. In the methyl radical 

experiments here, many more parameters may be involved, either intentionally or 

incidentally. In dosing with methane (methyl iodide), there was the side product of 

producing the atomic hydrogen (iodine) in addition to the intended methyl radical. For 

DTBP, the side product of the acetone production seemed "safe" as described above. 

Other parameters included the substrate temperature, the hot filament temperature, and 

the starting conditions of the substrate. The latter could be chosen to be totally bare, 

nearly bare with some hydrogen remaining to preserve the ( 1 x 1) surface structure, or near 

full hydrogen termination. 

The majority of the experiments performed started with a "nearly bare" surface 

with the substrate at room temperature. In experiments performed with LEED and · 

SHG15, activated methane adsorption onto the bare surface did not match the rapid (2xl) 

to (1x1) phase transition as for atomic hydrogen dosing. The LEED and TPD results 

showed that it took up to -o.3 :ML coverage before the (lx1) umeconstructed surface 

phase appeared. Likewise, the SHG results showed only a slow variation of the signal 

with the maximum ocurring only after more substantial dosing (Fig. 2). In the SFG 

spectrum, activated CH4 or CH3I dosed onto the bare reconstructed (2x1) surface showed 

only a very weak signal. This may be due to an overwhelming inhomogeneous 

broadening, disordering of the surface species, or the blocking of adsorption sites by the 
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propensity of carbon on the surface. In the earlier paper, it was proposed that the 

formation of bridge bonded carbon atop the 7t-bonded chains could hinder the surface 

phase transition from the reconstructed (2x I) surface to the (I xI) surface.l5 

It is logical that some hydrogen should be left on the surface of the diamond to 

preserve the (I x 1) structure before dosing the methyl radical. This surface with -I 0 % 

hydrogen as determined by the SFG CH stretch signal shall be referred to as the "nearly 

bare" surface for the duration of this chapter. The amount of hydrogen needed to maintain 

the (I x 1) structure is indeed very little and may be much smaller than the 5 % coverage as 

determined by the LEED experiments. Unfortunately, the dynamic range of the present 

SFG apparatus does not permit this fine a measurement which would require SIN > 500: I. 

The nearly bare surface was achieved by thermal desorption of hydrogen starting from a 

well-ordered hydrogen terminated surface. Calibration by SHG and the presence of CC 

stretch modes were performed in the past to determine a critical coverage needed to hold 

the (Ixi) surface. The choice of 0-10% was set because it was the limit of the SFG 

signal detection from full coverage so the (Ixi) surface was guaranteed with what should 

be -90 % vacant sites. 

DTBP has been proven as an excellent methyl radical source.I4 Azomethanel6 

has been shown to also be a good source since the pyrolysis would generate only methyl 

radicals and a harmless N2 molecule. However, the logistics of an on-site synthesis 

rendered this inaccessible due to its explosive nature. Still, the use of the DTBP seemed 

satisfactory. The activated DTBP was dosed on the nearly bare surface for a saturation 

effect with the final spectrum presented in Fig. 3(a). 

In this spectrum, a four peak fit to Eqn. (3.2), was performed even though some 

irihomogeneous broadening may be present. However, the fits seemed satisfactory. At 

first glance, the small peak at -2830 cm-1 is expected to occur as the small amount of 

hydrogen on the surface is now made visible by the amplifying term of the main peak at 
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-2900 cm-1. A one, two, three, or even a four peak fit with only in-phase resonant terms 

was impossible to fit the data as the dip occurring at -2965 cm-1 was too strongly 

pronounced. A satisfactory fit only occurred when a peak at (-2965 cm-1) had an 

opposite phase to the others. Although the spectrum above (ssp polarization 

combination) showed distinct features, no obvious features were seen in the sps 

polarization combination spectrum. 

On the diamond surface, a methyl radical can also be adsorbed onto the nearly bare 

diamond surface using activated methyl iodide. The spectra of the diamond dosed with 

activated CH3I is similar to the one dosed with DTBP although the peaks are shifted 

lower in frequency by -20 cm-1 and it seems as though the Fermi resonance has 

weakened. The latter has probably shifted in accordance with the shifts of the symmetric 

and bending modes. 

In summary, the assignment ofthe features on the diamond (111) surface dosed by 

activated DTBP (CH3I) is as follows. The -2830 cm-1 peak is the usual monohydride 

seen before and is expected to be present to a small degree. The peak at -2895 cm-1 

(-2910 cm-1) peak is assigned to the symmetric CH3 stretch mode. The fermi resonance 

of the symmetric stretch with the ovetone of the bending mode is at -2930 cm-1 

(-2880 cm-1). The asymmetric stretch mode is represented as a "negative" peak at 

-2970 cm-1 (-2950 cm-1) which seems to be essential to fit the spectra. When one 

compares the diamond spectra With the hexadecanol on water spectrum, there are some 

differences. In that spectrum, the fermi resonance was located close to the asymmetric 

mode with the result being that there was destructive interference that was barely 

detectable. In the diamond case, the presence of a strong non-resonant background 

clearly showed the interference effect. 

The consistency of the fit showing the opposite phase of the asymmetric CH3 

mode and the similarity of the diamond spectrum to that of acetone (which has only CH3 
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groups) suggests that the assignment is probably correct. However, at this time there is 

no explanation for the absence of the asymmetric peak in both the diamond and the 

acetone sps spectra. Geometrical factors at the surface may dictate a suppression of the 

asymmetric modes in the SFG spectrum. As for the possibility of the occurrence of a 

methylene CH2 group, this seems unlikely from geometrical considerations on the (111) 

surface which represents a very closed surface. At step sites, CH2 species might exist 

but the fractional coverage would be small. In addition, from the hydrogen dosed 

surface, only the narrow linewidth monohydride peak was seen with no evidence of CH2 

orCH3. 

If either of the above methyl terminated diamond surfaces were heated, some 

surprising results are seen. Figure 4 shows the DTBP dosed, methyl terminated surface 

undergoing a conversion of the surface species as the substrate temperature was raised. 

(In all the spectra,· the sample was heated to the stated temperature for 10 minutes then 

cooled for the SFG measurement). The methyl group signatures gradually disappears 

with the emergence of a 2860-2870 cm-1 peak and a stronger -2830 cm-1 CH 

monohydride peak. With further heating (>700°C), the -2830 cm-1 CH monohydride 

peak dominates. At even higher temperatures, thermal desorption of hydrogen occurs. 

Obviously, the final monohydride indicates that hydrogen was supplied by the methyl 

groups originally terminating the surface. 

In a similar manner, Fig. 5 shows the CH3I dosed, methyl terminated surface 

showing a similar behaviour and resulting in the same conversion process concluding in 

the usual CH monohydride. 

That such a low temperature (<350°C) could cause the conversion of the methyl 

group is rather surprising as one would normally think that much higher temperatures are 

required to break the CH bonds. In the two cases above, a stable methyl species was 

shown to be able to exist on the diamond C( Ill) surface only at lower temperatures. 
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The use of DTBP or CH3I was necessary for CH3 adsorption. This may not be 

possible with the use of methane because the required hot filament temperature might 

create methyl radicals with high kinetic and high internal energy. These energetic methyl 

radicals may possess enough energy to open channels for surface reactions to occur before 

thermalizing with the substrate. In addition, decomposition of activated methane would 

generate energetic atomic hydrogen that has been shown to be very aggressive at 

abstraction and adsorption (Ch. Ill) and Ref 17. To show that there may be some 

effects of highly energetic radicals upon the diamond surface, CH3I dosing with the hot 

filament heated to the usual -1800°C was used. Since the CI bond has half of the bond 

strength of the CH bond in methane, the probability of atomic hydrogen production should 

be low. With this dosing, the spectrum in Fig. 6(b) shows very little signature of a methyl 

termination. Instead, it seems as though the surface had been heated to 350°C, although 

the substrate temperature never rose above -150°C. The only explanation for this 

behavior is that the incoming radicals had sufficient energy to initiate the conversion 

process to yield the features at -2870 cm-1 and -2830 cm-1. 

, In the case for activated methane, one would expect a similar behaviour with the 

added effect that atomic hydrogen is also present. In Fig. 7(b ), one sees the initial 

spectrum showing no methyl termination signatures at all. All that is seen is a strong peak 

at -2860 cm-1 which then converts to the usual -2830 cm-1 peak upon a higher 

temperature heating >550°C. 

In the spectra above, the -2860 cm-1 feature was not identified. It seems 

common not only in the experiments involving methyl species conversion, but may be the 

same species as seen for the adsorption of hydrogen onto the bare, reconstructed (2x 1) 

surface described in Ch. Ill. Previous polarization measurements of the latter's 

2860 cm-1 peak suggested it was a monohydride, but with a shifted frequency due to an 

unrelaxed surface strain or different understructure. Polarization measurements were also 
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performed on the peak (-2860 cm-1) resulting from the activated methane dosed surface. 

The sps spectrum showed no discernable features. 

E. Coadsorption by Activated Hydrogen or Methane 

From the above experiments, it would seem logical to believe that the methyl 

termination is unlikely under typical CVD conditions, and that the presence of large 

amounts of atomic hydrogen would cause the surface to be dominated by the mono hydride 

termination. To illustrate this, mixtures of hydrogen gas and methane gas of various 

ratios were dosed with thermal activation by the 1800°C hot filament. The substrate 

temperature was held at -820°C to anneal the damage caused by atomic hydrogen 

bombardment and is typical of CVD conditions. After -10 minutes of dosing at 1 o-5 torr, 

the sample was immediately cooled and the SFG spectra taken. With 100 % hydrogen, 

the usual, well-ordered CH monohydride peak was present. With 0.5% CH4 in H2 the 

spectrum showed a similar spectrum as the 100% H2 case. For 10% CH4 in H2, only 

the CH monohydride peak (-2835 cm-1) was seen but the peak intensity was reduced to 

50 %. With 50 % CH4 in H2, the CH monohydride peak was reduced to 10 %. Finally, 

with 100 % CH4, only a very weak signal <5 % was seen. 

Another example shows that if the activated methane surface was subsequently 

dosed with hydrogen (with a -820°C substrate temperature), the monohydride quickly 

dominated the surface, seemingly removing the carbon deposited by the methyl radical 

dosing. This is th~ fundamental process from which the well-ordered narrow linewidth 

hydrogen termination is born. 

The above illustrates clearly that hydrogen dominates the surface as a monohydride 

under these conditions, even with significant CH4 composition of the dosing gas or 
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contamination of the surface. However, a large fractional amount of hydrocarbon in the 

gas mixture does seem to reduce the available coverage of hydrogen on the surface. This 

is probably due to there being insufficient hydrogen to remove the carbon which block 

adsorption sites. 

F. Discussion 

From the experiments above, the methyl species was identified on the diamond 

with the aid of SFG spectra from the liquid acetone surface and the theoretical prediction 

for the lineshapes of the characteristic vibrational spectra of the methyl termination. 

When thermal decomposition of the methyl groups occurs, an intermediate species 

is formed at 2860-2870 cm-1. The polarization measurements seem to indicate that this 

is a monohydride. The nature of this species is still a mystery. Recently, scanning 

tunnelling microscopy of vapour-grown polycrystalline films has been observed by 

Busmann et af.I8. In that study, they observed bulk-like (Ill) surfaces but also features 

described as a J3 x J3 R30° superstructure. . They attributed this to be the formation of 

carbon trimers on the ( 111) surface which were shown to be stable structures according to 

molecular dynamics calculations. It was shown that these trimers could support a 

monohydride termination where each carbon would carry a single monohydride. If this 

indeed is the case, the 2860-2870 cm-1 peak might be attributed to this. However, it 

should be noted that the conditions of the surface preparation were vastly different for the 

two cases. 

Usual CVD conditions incorporating very high substrate temperatures and high 

temperature gas phase reactive species would seem to indicate that it is impossible for the 

methyl species to be present on the growing surface. This contrasts some present 
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viewpoints on the mechanisms leading to diamond growth as many think that the methyl 

species is an important precursor for diamond growth. This does seem to agree with the 

experimental fact that almost any carbon source (such as fullerenes, amorphous carbon, or 

hydrocarbons) can be used in CVD diamond growth as long as there is an adequate supply 

of atomic hydrogen. This suggests the carbon is plainly deposited on the surface where it 

bonds indiscriminately to incorporate into the substrate. If the bonding arrangement yields 

an sp3 bonding which is commensurate with the underlying crystal structure the carbon 

atom remains and is not likely to be removed by the atomic hydrogen. However, if the 

bonding arrangement is graphitic, then this would be preferentially removed by atomic 

hydrogen. Since this process would be dynamic with simultaneous removal and deposition 

of surface species, one would expect that diamond growth would be slow and that 

appreciable growth rates would not occur until higher pressures were used. These are 

well-known facts of CVD diamond growth. 

In the process of the decomposition of the methyl species on the surface, it is not 

known whether the carbon associated with the original methyl group has remained on the 

surface or has desorbed. It is most likely that the former occurred. This was backed by 

the lack of change in the CH mono hydride signal after another methyl radical dosing (and 

thermal heating to >750°C) was performed. It seemed as though the carbon was still 

situated on the diamond blocking adsorption sites. A suggestion is to use radioactive 

tagging of the methyl species. If the conversion of the "tagged" methyl species results in 

the incorporation of the carbon in the bulk, they would be detected. 

The above observations agree with the coadsorption experiments showing that 

there must be much more hydrogen; otherwise full hydrogen surface coverage and 

graphitic carbon removal does not oecur. This is probably the reason why high quality 

diamond films require a great deal of hydrogen in the feed gas. 
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G. Conclusion 

The methyl termination was shown to exist on the diamond surface for low 

temperatures only. At temperatures >350°C, the methyl group undergoes conversion to 

eventually give the usual CH monohydride (-2835 cm-1) with an intermediate 

2860-2870 cm-1 strained monohydride phase. 
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Figures 

Fig. 1. Pyrolysis of the di-tert-butyl peroxide (DTBP) molecule to fonn two methyl 

radicals and two acetone molecules. 

Fig. 2. SHG signal (p-in p-out) versus activated methane dosing time (min.) on the bare, 

reconstructed (2xl) surface. 

Fig. 3. (a) Saturation spectrum of the DTBP dosed (-800°C hot filament) nearly bare, 

room temperature diamond C(lll) surface for ssp (open circles) and sps (open 

triangles) polarization combination. The solid line represents a four peak fit with 

a nonresonant background according to Eqn. (3.2) which includes a resonant tenn 

of the opposite phase. (b) Saturation spectrum of the CH3I dosed (-800°C 

hot filament) nearly bare, room temperature diamond C( Ill) surface. The solid 

line represents a five peak fit with a nonresonant background according to 

Eqn. (3 .2) which includes a resonant tenn of the opposite phase. The dotted lines 

in both graphs represent a three peak fit with a nonresonant background but 

without a resonant susceptibility of opposite phase. 

Fig. 4. The effects of thennal treaments after the dosing of the pyrolysis of DTBP 

(-800°C hot filament) onto the nearly bare, room temperature diamond C( Ill) 

surface. (a) the nearly bare surface, (b) the DTBP dosed surface, (c) heated to 

350°C, (d) heated to 500°C, (e) heated to 620°C, (f) heated to 740°C, and 

(g) heated to 800°C. Spectra ( c )-(g) have been incrementally shifted upwards by 

5 units for clarity. 
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Fig. 5. The effects of thermal treaments after the dosing of activated CH3I ( -800°C hot 

filament) onto the nearly bare, room temperature diamond C( 111) surface. (a) the 

nearly bare surface, (b) the activated CH3I dosed surface, (c) heated to 350°C, 

(d) heated to 450°C, (e) heated to 550°C, (f) heated to 660°C, (g) heated to 

740°C, and (h) heated to 800°C. Spectra (c)-(h) have been incrementally shifted 

upwards by 5 units for clarity. 

Fig. 6. The effects of thermal treaments after the dosing of activated CH3I ( -1800°C hot 

filament) onto the nearly bare, room temperature diamond C( 111) surface. (a) the 

nearly bare surface, (b) the activated CH 31 dosed surface, (c) heated to 3 50°C, 

(d) heated to 450°C, (e) heated to 550°C, and (f) heated to 660°C. Spectra 

(b )-(f) have been incrementally shifted upwards by 5 units. 

Fig. 7. The effects of thermal treaments after the dosing of activated CH4 ( -1800°C hot 

filament) onto the nearly bare, room temperature diamond C(111) surface. (a) the 

nearly bare surface, (b) the activated CH4 dosed surface, (c) heated to 350°C, 

(d) heated to 450°C, (e) heated to 555°C, (f) heated to 660°C, and (g) heated 

to 775°C. Spectra (b)-(g) have been incrementally shifted upwards by 5 units for 

clarity. 
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VI. Interaction of Hydrogen with the Diamond C(lOO) Surface 

A. Introduction 

In the previous chapters, the (Ill) surface was studied. However, two other 

principle growth planes of importance are the (100) and the (110) surfaces. In this 

chapter, the diamond (100) surface is considered. 

Like the (Ill) surface, the nature of the hyride termination of the C(lOO) surface is 

somewhat controversial. For a fully hydrogenated surface, the surface is described as a 

dihydrid~ where there are two hydrogen atoms bonded to the surface carbon denoted by 

2H:C(IOO)-(lxl), shown in Fig. l(a). However, some theoretical studies1 suggest that · 

this geometry is unlikely due to the large steric hinderance of neighboring hydrogen atoms. 

As a result, the surface undergoes a reconstruction where carbon dimers are formed where 

only one hydrogen atom bonds with the surface carbon atom, denoted by H:C(I00)-(2xl), 

shown in Fig. l(b). If all hydrogen is removed from the (100) surface, by thermal 

desorption for example, the reconstructed surface forms 1t-bonded carbon dimers instead, 

denoted by C(I00)-(2x1), shown in Fig. 1(c). 

Recently, Aizawa et al. 2 studied the surfaces of microwave assisted CVD diamond 

for the (100) surface. They observed only one mode at -2930 cm-1 by high resolution 

electron energy loss spectroscopy (HREELS) for the H:C(100)-(2x1) reconstructed 

surface as determined by low energy election diffraction (LEED). In a separate 

experiment, Thoms et az.3 also used HREELS to study the (1 00) surface exposed to 

atomic hydrogen and observed a single peak at -2915 cm-1. 

With SFG vibrational spectroscopy, one should be able to resolve the nature of the 

hydride termination With the increased resolution and sensitivity. 
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B. Experiment 

The experimental setup was similar to that of the diamond (Ill) studies described 

in Ch. III with similar beam parameters for the SFG measurement. However, the 

diamond now used was oriented in the (100) direction within 3°. The sample was 

polished, 4 acid etched, and installed into the ultrahigh vacuum chamber in a similar manner 

as the (Ill) diamond sample. 

C. Results 

The hydrogen terminated diamond (100) surface was obtained by a similar high 

substrate temperature hydrogen dosing as for the (Ill) surface. However, a well-ordered 

hydrogen terminated surface was more difficult to achieve. It seemed that the degree of 

polishing played a more important role as a longer, more aggressive polishing improved 

the spectra. For the hydrogen terminated surface, Fig. 2 shows the SFG spectra for both 

ssp (SF ouput, visible input, infrared input) and sps polarization combination in which 

each spectrum was fitted with two resonant terms and a nonresonant background (solid 

lines). The ssp spectrum (upper curve) was dominated by a strong peak at -2940 cni-1 

with a weaker peak at -2870 cm-1. The weaker peak represented a resonant 

contribution indicative of a surface coverage that was -17 % of the stronger peak. 

Correspondingly in the sps spectrum (lower curve), the strong peak was at -2940 cm-1 

with the weaker one at -2870 cm-1. Here, the weaker peak represented a resonant 

contribution indicative of a surface coverage that was -19 % of the stronger peak. 

If one looks at the ratio of the peak strengths for the large peak and the weaker peak 
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for the two infrared polarizations, one might get a clue as to the nature of the surface 

species. For the strong feature, the ratio of the ssp versus sps signal is -3.6; whereas, for 

the weak peak the ratio is -3.3. With an experimental error of -15 %, these ratios are 

identical. 

The two peaks in the ssp and sps spectra must represent the same two surface 

species at -2940 cm-1 and -2870 cm-1. This suggests that these peaks represent two 

monohydrides which have a similar orientational distribution, and that the only difference 

between them is their surface density and a slightly different bonding arrangement giving 

slightly different frequencies. Perhaps they represent species located on terraces and near 

step sites. From the ratio of the ssp and sps peaks, we can use the same treatment as 

that used in Ch. III for the CH monohydride. In this case, the azimuthal plane is treated 

as isotropic since the surface now has four-fold symmetry. 

(6.1) 

where e is the orientation angle of the CH relative to the surface normal; r = a~~r,/ af~~ 

(~ 0.14) is the ratio of transverse and longitudinal Raman polarizability associated with a 

CH bond5; f1 and~ are the axes perpendicular and parallel to the bond axis, respectively; 

and ( ) denotes the orientational average of the CH bonds on the surface. From 

' 
Eqn. (6.1), it is now possible to determine the polar bond angle (assuming an orientational 

d. "b . ) fr (2) d (2) 1stn ut1on om XR,YYZan XR,YZV· 

Since it is expected that the CH bond distribution has a maximum at some angle 

away from the normal, one may assume that the orientational distribution is a delta 
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function at a polar angle, e. From Eqn. (6.1), the polar angle derived is e ~ 20°. This is 

consistent with the fact that if the (100) surface supported only a monohydride 

H:C(l 00)-(2xl) surface, the resulting reconstruction would orient the CH bonds more 

normal to the surface than for the dihydride 2H:C(IOO)-(lxl) surface in which the CH 

bond angle would be closer to e ~ 55°. This is because the carbon would be fully sp3 

hybridized which would give a HCH bond angle of -110°. 

D. Discussion 

Here, the SFG spectra for the diamond (100) surface appears to correspond well 

with the results of HREELS by .Ajz:awa eta/. (-2930 cm-1) and Thoms eta/. 

(-2915 cm-1). The -2940 cm-1 and -2870 cm-1 peaks in the spectra had the same 

polarization dependence (e ~ 20°) with fractional coverages of 85% and 15 %, 

respectively; they were assigned as monohydrides. These experimental results agree with 

the majority of theoretical studies suggesting that the steric interactions for the dihydride 

termination are energetically unfavorable and that the monohydride is the more likely 

surface termination. 

We have not suceeded to observe the bending modes of these monohydrides. This 

would be helpful in confirming that the hydrides on the surface were monohydrides and · 

that the assignment above was correct. 
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Figures 

Fig. 1. The hydrogen terminated diamond C(IOO) surface. (a) fully saturated dihydride 

surface 2H:C(IOO)-(lxl). (b) reconstructed monohydride surface H:C(I00)-(2xl) 

(c) Bare reconstructed (1t-bonded) surface C(I00)-(2xl). 

Fig. 2. SFG spectrum for the ssp (s- SF output, s- visible input, p- infrared input) and 

sps polarization combinations. The solid line is a two resonant term fit with a 

nonresonant background. 
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VII. Conclusion and Extensions 

The study of the diamond swface by second harmonic generation and sum 

frequency generation has been very successful. Many physical and chemical properties of 

. the hydrogen and carbon bonding on the diamond surface were observed. The foundation 

for the experiments lay in the SFG vibrational spectroscopy. With extensions of this to 

include time resolved measurements and thermal desorption spectroscopy, some difficult 

parameters were determined. The greatest advantage of the vibrational spectroscopy was 

to be able to observe surface chemical bonding occurring in-situ giving insight to the 

processes of diamond growth. 

On the diamond ( 111) surface, it was observed that the mono hydride species 

terminated the surface with hydrogen at top-sites. On the fully hydrogenated surface, a 

CH stretch mode (2838 cm-1) and a CH bend mode (1331 cm-1) were observed in the 

vibrational spectrum. The nature of the adsorption, abstraction, and desorption of 

hydrogen were also observed. Upon adsorption of atomic hydrogen onto the bare (111) 

surface, a metastable mob.ohydride 2860 cm-1 was observed in the SFG spectrum which 

converted to the usual 2838 cm-1 peak upon annealing or more hydrogen dosing. The 

ratio of the rate of abstraction to the rate of adsorption was appreciable 

<Kabs"Kads = 20 %) for atomic hydrogen dosing. For thermal desorption,, kinetic 

parameters were determined showing near first-order kinetics (n=1.3) with a 

pre-exponential factor of 1015 s-1 and desorption energy of 4.0 eV. For the fully 

H-terminated (111) surface, a large (11 0 cm-1) anharmonicity and -19 psec lifetime were 

measured for the first-excited CH stretch mode. The bare reconstructed C(ll1)-(2x1) 

surface showed the presence of CC stretch modes. By a polarization analysis of the SFG 

spectra, these were consistent with the Pandey 1t-bonded chain structure. When exposed 

to the methyl radical, the SFG spectra suggested that methyl species were terminating the 
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surface. After heating to sufficiently high temperatures, they were converted to the 

mono hydride species. The preliminary result for the nature of the hydrogen termination 

on the diamond (100) surface suggests a monohydride termination. 

A natural extension is to carry on with similar experiments for the C(lOO) surface 

as was started in Ch. 'VI. In addition, the C(11 0) surface should be studied. Because the 

(110) surface is a more open surface lattice only a monohydride termination of the 

topmost carbon atoms should occur as the steric hinderance should be much less than for 

the (100) surface. As a result, the likelihood of having a well-ordered hydrogen 

terminated surface is high, which should result in a strong, narrow CH peak in the SFG 

spectra. 

In all the experiments described above, only reactants involving hydrogen and 

carbon have been involved. However, it has been shown that oxygen is good at 

increasing the growth rates in the CVD diamond growth process. Others have put 

various halogens on the diamond surface, as well. For the SFG studies, the limitation of 

the infrared source would allow only studies with atoms lighter than oxygen as the heavier 

elements bonded to carbon would have vibrational frequencies too low for observation 

with our apparatus. The carbon oxygen bonds can be seen at -1700 cm-1 for doubly 

bonded CO bonds. However, for singly bonded CO bonds, the frequency is located at 

-1150 cm-1 which is near the limit for the present apparatus. 
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Appendix A: Widely Tunable OPG/OPA/DFG Infrared System 

This appendix discusses the details of the widely tum~ble, narrow linewidth, 

near-infrared to far-infrared generator used for the experiments contained within and 

extensive to this article. As mentioned in chapter II, this system was somewhat described 

by Zhang et a/. In that paper, an academic demonstration of the general behavior of the 

design was presented. Since then, the system was developed into an automated 

subsystem of the SFG apparatus able to be operated in a variety of configurations. 

The purpose of the inclusion of this appendix in this document was to assist future 
{ 

users and experimentalists with the use of the aforementioned design. There were many 

subtle issues that took several months to refine in order to get the best and sufficiently 

useful performance for practical experiments. 

It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the paper by Zhang eta/., as the 

purpose here is for a more practical understanding of system's operation. 

The discussion here is broken into two major subsections: the BBO OPG/OPA 

visible I near-infrared stage and the.Difference Frequency Generation (DFG) amplification 

stage utilizing LiNb03 or AgGaS2. 

As mentioned earlier, a Nd: Y AG system produced -50 mJ of 1064 nm light in a 

25 psec pulse. 18 mJ of this 1064 nm beam was used to generate SHG (532 nm) in a 

temperature-tuned lithium borate (LBO) crystal. The crystal size was 

5(H) x 5(W) x 6(L) mm3 held at - 150.5° C within a large copper oven. Both crystal 

faces were AR coated for both 532 nm and 1064 nm light and for protection of the 

hydroscopic surfaces. The 1064 nm beam size was -3.0 mm in diameter with an intensity 

of -10 GW /cm2 sufficient to cause efficient conversion. The SHG conversion was -70 % 

yielding -12 mJ of 532 nm green light. Originally, an angle-tuned LBO crystal was used 

but proved to be inadequate. In the case of temperature-tuning, the larger acceptance 
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angle and relaxed phase matching conditions gave a much higher conversion efficiency. 

When operated in the saturation regime, the fluctuations of the SHG output (and all stages 

subsequently) was less sensitive to the fluctuations (short and long time scale) of the 

Nd:YAG laser. Additionally, because of the increased efficiency (-2x), the higher 

available power enabled greater outpUts. 

It should be noted that although the damage threshold of BBO is v.ery high, there 

can be significant degradation of the hydroscopic surfaces if exposed to air. In the 

present system, the BBO crystals were situated within a purged dry nitrogen box. An 

alternative solution is to AR coat the crystals or situate_ them within a sealed box with 

windows containing dessicant. This latter solution, however, might prove to be awkard 

as the crystals must be rotated for angle-tuning. The freshly polished, uncoated BBO and 

LBO crystals were carefully measured to have damage thresholds at 25 GWfcm2 and 

40 GW/cm2 (±20 %), respectively, measured at 1064 nm (35 psec) gaussian mode. 

For a short time subsequent to the initial basic design, a 355 run pump beam was 

generated using two LBO crystals. One for SHG geneneration and the second for 355 nm 

generation using 1064 nm and 532 nm light. Although a 355 nm pumped BBO enabled a 

greater tunable range than for 532 nm pumped, the decision was made to use the 532 nm 

pumped scheme for several practical reasons. First, greater efficiency of the BBO stage 

to produce near-infrared light was desirable as it would be the primary seed beam for the 

DFG stage. Secondly, because the tuning range desired was close to the degeneracy 

point of the crystal, the alignment of the crystals would not be as critical because of the 

relaxed phase matching condition. This was clearly desirable as the tuning range and 

hence the beam parameters would change considerably over a wide scan range. Thirdly, 

532 nm generation would have resulted in less power fluctuations than a similarly simple 

355 run generation scheme as one less nonlinear process would be required. 
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Once it was decided that 532 run would be the pump, the design would have to be 

refined for user-friendliness. The pump (532 run) would pass through two BBO crystals 

(5 x 5 x 10 mm3) which had its tuning rotation in the horizontal plane (Type I phase 

matching). The pump (horizontally polarized) with -5 GW/cm2 intensity was slightly 

divergent by the telescope located just before the SHG generator also served to compress 

the beam size. As shall be pointed out shortly, a divergence (-5 mrad) of the beam was 

desirable. 

The BBO crystals being rather long, efficiently generated the signal and idler 

beams. This was almost too much as the crystals must be sufficiently separated to 

prevent unwanted light generation off-axis (such as for the degenerate 1064 run) which 

would lead to poor power and stability at the desired frequency. The output after the 

first two-crystal pass was -1.5 mJ. However, this had a very broad linewidth (>20 run) 

due to the proximity of the degeneracy point. The pump was extracted to an adjoining 

delay arm with the signal beam sent to a grating in Littrow geometry. In this particular 

system, the polarization of the signal beam was vertical so a two mirror arrangement 

rotated the polarization enabling an incident grating polarization that gave maximum 

diffraction efficiency for horizontal rotation of the grating. A 10:1 telescope was used 

for angular magnification of the grating's dispersion by a factor of 10 on the return. trip. 

This enabled a narrower linewidth of the signal seed beam which would then be amplified 

upon the second. pass through the same BBO crystals. 

It was mentioned in the orignal paper that it would be important to illuminate the 

most grating lines to obtain the narrowest linewidth. However, this was not the case. 

The limiting factor was the acceptance angle determined by the size of the pump area 

within the BBO crystal on the second pass. An analogy would be a monochrometer 

having a large exit slit. The limiting factor was now determined by the "effective 

dispersive power" of the grating and not the number of grating lines illuminated as would 
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be the case for very narrow ·entrance and exit slits. Unfortunately, the signal beam must 

· pass through the same telescope on its way to the grating which magnified the beam 

diameter by a factor of I 0. This was not desirable since the larger beam now has a 

temporal dispersion across its diameter from the Littrow geometry. A better arrangement 

would have been a double-pass first-order diffiaction of the grating using a rotating mirror 

at normal iricidence to the desired diffracted signal beam (see inset, Ch. IT, Fig. 2). The 

temporal dispersion across the beam would then cancel on the second diffiaction pass. 

This change was not done on the current setup since this was not crucial. Another added 

benefit of the IO:I telescope was the ability to adjust the divergence of the signal beam to 

prepare it for amplification on the second BBO pass. 

Meanwhile, the diverted green pump was sent along a delay line so that it would 

be able to temporally/spatially rejoin the narrow linewidth seed signal beam for 

amplification on the second BBO pass. The green beam was slightly divergent serving 

two simultaneous benefits. First, the intensity was lowered (-2 GW/cm2) so no OPG 

action and no power broadening on the second pass would spoil the narrow linewidth. 

The second was that the full available energy of the pump beam could be utilized in a now 

larger beam through the crystals giving greater output (-800 Jl], signal and idler). 

Adjustment of the signal seed beam using the I 0: I telescope provided good overlap with 

the now larger pump beam. · If needed, an additional attenuator could be placed wit~ the 

green delay arm to reduce the second pass intensity without changing the other beam 

parameters. 

At this time, it should be emphasized that the Pellin Broca prisms (before the BBO 

first pass and before the BBO second pass) were crucial for excluding the possibility of the 

I 064 run light or broadband signal beams spoiling the desired. processes. As the narrow 

linewidth seed beam was amplified, the complementary idler beam generated had a 

linewidth identical to the signal beam. Because the 532 run puni.p beam had a 2 em.- I 
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linewidth, this was the limit that one could achieve on the second pass output even if the 

grating returned an extremely narrow linewidth seed beam. Indeed, this was confirmed by 

measurement . 

The final output from the second pass amplification gave a total of 800 J.l} signal 

and idler beam output with vertical polarization. With the grating blocked, the absence of 

the seed beam then allowed evaluation of the second pass pump beam parameters. In this 

mode, the second pass output was less than 5 J.l]. This small amount was representative 

of the amount of OPG occurring on the second pass. This amount was found to be 

smaller (with a good safety margin) than the amount which would spoil the narrow 

linewidth output. The consequence of having too intense a second pass pump beam was 

the amplification of the seed beam and the generation of a broader beam centered at the 

frequency of the gain maximum. Since there was no guarantee that the two frequencies 

were the same (unless an extremely good alignment occurred) , an undesirable 

double-peaked output generally resulted. 

The original goal for maximum energy output and a narrow linewidth would 

require higher intensities and extremely good alignment. This would not be feasible in a 

practical scanning system where an extremely good alignment over the whole scanning 

range· would be impossible to sustain. The scheme of using much lower intensities and a 

diverging pump beam (utilizing all available energy) then became the only choice. 

The output of the second pass BBO amplification passes through a 532 nm 

rejection mirror and then the signal and idler components may be separated by dielectric 

mirrors, absorption filters, or dispersing elements. 

With -400 J.l} of idler (-1.2-2 J.Lm) and a 1064 nm pump in another nonlinear 

crystal, difference frequency generation (DFG) allowed the generation of light from 

2.5 J.Lm to -12 1-1m with a narrow linewidth. Type II phase matching was utilized with the 
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pump horizontally polarized, the seed beam vertically polarized, and the DFG output 

vertically polarized. 

Actually, DFG is like OPA except with the two input beams being comparable in 

intensity. The crystals used were LiNb03 and AgGaS2. Although the use of the former 

seems redundant as the AgGaS2 covers this frequency range, this is not quite true. _ The 

greater flexibility of LiNb03 allows greater output of energy with its higher damage 

threshold and good nonlinearity. In addition, since the AgGaS2 crystal was extremely 

costly and the angle tuning large to cover the whole 2.5 J.Lm to 12 JliD range, a smaller 

crystal with a more limited angle tuning range in the more exotic range (4 JliD to 12 J.LID) 

was economically advantageous. The crystal used was optimized for the 6.5 JliD 

wavelength in the center of the tuning range. The crystal dimensions were 

8(H) x IO(W) x 15(L) mm3 with a cost of US$ 5800 (1993) including AR coatings for the 

input and output faces. 

For the DFG crystal, the 1064 run pump intensity was limited by the damage 

threshold of the AgGaS2 material. By experience with earlier crystals, the damage 

threshold was -0.5-0.9 GWfcrn.2 depending on the crystal. This type of damage was 

difficult to characterize as it varied from one crystal to another. As well, this type of 

damage was not the usual photoionization avalanche process which occurred at much 

higher intensities. It seemed to be a slower process associated with an accumulated 

exposure at intensities over the above mentioned values. The manufacturer has indicated 

it to be a damage process associated with the surface of the crystal (unaffected by the AR 

coatings). They believe the process was related to the migration of silver ions near the 
I -

surface. 

The DFG (idler) output after a germanium plate at Brewster's angle resulted with 

the power curve given in Fig. 3 of chapter II. About -300 ~of the BBO idler and -5 mJ 

of the I 064 nm pump was used. If the seed idler was reduced by halt: the DFG output 
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only decreased slightly but became more unstable. As the DFG output wavelength 

increased, the energy steadily decreased until around 9 !liD where the crystal's bulk 

absorption was strong. 

In the.2.5 !liD to 4 !liD range, LiNb03 was used with the same parameters as that 

for the AgGaS2 crystal. Although not op~ the idler output energy was a 

satisfactory 150-200 fl]. 

Generally, CaF2 lenses were need after the germanium plate to control the 

divergence of the beam. The lenses were chosen to image the DFG crystal to an 

appropriate point downstream. The use of CaF 2 was chosen by the availability of existing 

components and a need to only cover to -8 !liD at the time. Since they have a cutoff at 

about 8.5 !..lffi, it should be suggested that BaF2 , ZnSe or ZnS be used to cover the whole 

output range. Even better, the use of off-axis paraboloid gold mirrors would minimize 

the reflection losses. 

Another item worth mentioning was that the wide tuning range of the one AgGaS2 

crystal displaced the beam substantially. A glass or fused quartz block acting as a 

compensating element before the AgGaS2 crystal should be used. With each "crystal" 

oppositely rotated, a fixed placement of the output beam results. 
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Appendix B: Assorted Infrared SFG Spectra for Different Bond Types 

In this appendix, several spectra spanning the range from -1000 to 4000 em-I were 

presented. Its purpose was to serve as a reference for the many spectra taken on the 

existing SFG system. 

As mentioned in Chapter II, infrared-visible SFG spectra depends on several 

factors including non-resonant backgrounds, a response by both infrared and Raman 

processes, and polarization dependences. Since the process is inherently a surface 

specific probe of solid-gas, solid-liquid, solid-solid, liquid-liquid, and liquid-gas interfaces, 

the spectra may be different from the bulk spectra as the interface can have a different 

chemical environment. This may result in frequency shifts, intensity and polarization ratio 

changes within the vibrational signatures. The intent was that the spectra may represent a 

typical sampling of what can be expected using the SFG technique. 

For the majority of the content within this document, the carbon-hydrogen bond 

has been explored in the stretch and the bending/deformation ranges. Here, spectra of 

other bond types are additionally presented. A brief description of the system associated 

with the spectrum was provided in the figure captions. 
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Figures 

Fig. I. The liquid-gas interface of ethanol using ssp polarization geometry. Both the CHx 

stretch (2700-2950 cm-1) and the OH stretch (3000-3400 cm-1) features were 

seen. The spectra below 3000 cm-1 used the 4 cm-1 linewidth infrared source 

whereas the spectra above 3000 cm-1 used the ~30 cm-1linewidth. 

Fig. 2. The liquid-gas interface of acetone. The CH3 symmetric stretch (~2930 cm-1) 

mode seen using the ssp polarization geometry (open circles). The solid line 

represents a two peak fit (one resonant term has opposite phase) with a 

nonresonant background. The dotted line is for a one peak fit. The spectrum for 

the sps polarization combination (open squares). · 

Fig. 3. The solid-gas interface of 8CB ( cyano-biphenol) on fused silica using ssp 

polarization. The CN stretch (~2230 cm-1) mode was clearly distinguished. 

Fig. 4. The liquid-solid interface of propionitrile and BaF2 using ssp polarization 

geometry. The CHx=2 3 stretch (2800-3000 cm-1) and CN stretch (~2260 cm-1) 
' 

modes were seen. 

Fig. 5. The liquid-gas interface of stearic acid on water (pH=7) using ssp polarization 

geometry. The COO··H stretch (1670-1750 cm-1) mode signatures show three 

distinct features. 
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Fig. 6. The solid-air interface of hydrogen terminated porous silicon (-5-10 nm 

characteristic length scale) using ssp polarization geometry. The SiHx= 1 2 3 , , 

stretch modes (2050-2200 cm-1 ) were seen with the corresponding transmission 

spectrum shown for comparison. 
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